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APPENDIX I. 

Elementary notes by the late Mr. G. T. Barlow, C.I.E., Chief Engineer, dated 
23rd March 1919, on the Preliminary Investigation 01 Water Power Sites 
for Elec~ical Parposes. 
1. ObJect of the in"estigation.-The chief sources of energy: which are at 

present known are coal, oil and water power. The two former are easily handled 
and transported,'and in most places are more convenient and cheaper than water 
power, but their supply is limited, and their cost must· sooner or later. increase. 
A knowledge of the water power potentialities of the country is therefore of the 
greatest importance, not only in the conservation of energy, but also in the 
economic qevelopment of the country.-
. At present very little is known about the water power resources of India 

and Burma, because they mostly lie inthe hills and jungles which are sparsely 
_inhabited, and rarely visited by any officials; only rough survey maps exist of 

many parts. . , • 
" The object of the preliminary investigation is therefore to locate. the 
lavourable areas and sites, to ascertain the dischal'ges of the perennial rivers, 
and to collect other information thl'ough the Local Officers, which will enable 
detailed surveys to'be carried out expeditiously by a special staff during the 
cold weather. 

The object of the survey isnDt to prepare estimates for town lighting:-and 
electric fans, but to <lbtain details regarding favourable sites that can be made 
of general use to the Public. These details will show where and approximately 
how much power is available, and will also give other useful information which 
will enable any Company that requires power to know where and how to set to· 

. work to prepare the detailed plans. 
. To discover the localities of all the existing water power resources of the 

country is desirable whether a demand for power exists at present or not. The 
most unlikely places to·day may in a few years' time be the centres of Industrial, 
Agricultural or Mining activity. India and Burma are immense countries, but 
even though this is so, if intelligent and willing assistance is given by the Local 
Officers it will be possible to eliminate the useless areas, and to concentrate 
the survey work in the promising localities. 

ll • . IJejinition8 of technical "term8, etc. ' 
(a) 4. typical Hydro·Electric Scheme consists of a perennial river or of a 

reservoir or both for the supply of the water; this ,water, except 
where a natural faU already exists, is diverted into a separate 
channel by means of weirs orreguJators, and is then run in an 
open channel along the hill side at an easy slope, or in a. tunnel 
through the hill, till a suitable site has been reached for running 
the water down the hill slopes and obtaining the requisite fall 
for power purposes. The water is then l'un down the hill 
side in steel pipes to the power house which is situated at the 
bottom of the hill above the High Flood Level, and finally the 
water is escaped back into river; sometimes the water is diverted 
through a watershed into another river. From the power house 
transmission lines are consttucted to convey the current to the 
factory or to other consumers. In the preliminary investigation 
only the details regarding the supply of the water and the height 
of the fall are required though details regal'ding other relevant 
point!! will be welcomed. 

(b) A Ousec means a cubic foot per second.* 
(c) Head.-The vertical difference in level (in feet) i.e., the height of the 

_ fall between the inlet and outflow of water used fOl: power purposes 
is called the Head. In all preliminary works it is sufficient,to note 
the actual head available. " 

-NoTll.-Tbe omall w,ter drivell fto"" millo, foud in thellimaloY'lS. tIIk. mIll 9 to" quaecs. J. W. M. 
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(d) For watel\ power purposes the" fall" means the difference in height 
. between the level of the water where it will be taken' from the 

stream and that at the place where it will be returned to the 
stream and it may be made by :-

(~1 a vertical drop in a river or canal, 
(ii) a series of rapids making, in a short reach of one or two miles of a 

river, a total faU of so many feet, or 
(iii) an artificial fall which can be made in a reach of, say 4 or 5 miles, 

in a river with a steep slope, by taking off the water and running 
it along the hill side !tt a gentle slope, or in a tunnel through 
the hill to another valley; and then, at a suitable place, running 
it down the hill sides back into the same or into another river 
bed. 

. For power purposes (i) and (ii) are merely superior'-to (iii) because the 
length of flume or open channel to the entrance of the pipe line is cheaper, and 
more convenient for regulation purposes. 

(e) Storage reset'IJOil'S are natural or artificial collections of water situated 
above the fall, which are commonly called tanks or lakes. The 
water is collected during the monsoon periods or at other times 
when there is excess water, and is used for hTigation or power 
purposes, or for both. These reservoirs, which must be constructeu 
above the fall, provide the necessary discharge in period of low 
supply in the river, and also collect the water which is running in 
the river when the water power plant is closed down, or when 
irrigation is not required. 

(/) When it is found that a stream dries up or falls very low for a short 
period before the break of the rains, then in order to maintain It 
constant power, some storage must be provided. 

(ut One cusec l'unnmg constantly throughout the year is equivalent to 
31'5 million cubic feet of storage, but allowance has to be made 
for evaporation and percolation losses, so that to obtain the 
equivalent of that constant discharge a stolage of 35 million cubic 
feet should be provided. For onE} month the storage necessary 
may be assumed at 3 million cubic feet and for one day 100,000 
cubic feet. 

(h) The Oatchment area of a stream at any point is the area draining into 
the stream at that point. 

(i) Watershed. is the boundary line between two catchment areas. 
(j) The Ele(;trical Horse Power that can be generated will be apptoxim-

. t 1 Co", •• x Head in feet CUB ... X Head in feet h d . aey 11 ' or = 15 'wenexpresse In 

Kilowatt8 instead of Horse power. 

3. Sites suitable for producing power.-N avigable or tidal rivers or waters 
are useless for water power purposes, because the cost of development is very 
great, and the power obtained is small. The power available depends on the 
product of the fall obtainable and the minimum-discharge that can be relied on at 
the driest time of the year. A navigable river may have a large discharge but the 
slope of the river bed will:be extremely small, and in a reach of 4 or 5 miles it will 
be impossible to produce more than a few feet of artificial fall. The product of 
the discharge multiplied by the fall will therefore be small while the cost of 
harnessing the river, and the cost of the other works will be very great. One 
thousand cusecs faIling 5 feet will give the same power as 5 cusecs falling 1,000 
feet, and it will be readily understood that the cost of de-reloping the latter will 
be far less than that of the former. The best sites are therefore small discharges 
with big falls; say 50 to 200 cusecs falling 400 to 2,000 feet, but medium discharg
es of say 200 to 500 cusecs falling medium heights say 100 to 400 feet are also 
good, while large discharges (say anything above 1,000 cusecs) falling small 
heights of say 5 to 50 feet are expensive in construction, and therefore poor if 
anything better is available.' 

From this it follows that the best sites are generally those found in hilly 
country and on the tributaries of the large rivers, and that the power sites avail
able in the large rivers themselves and on canals are seldom really favourable. 
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The ideal sit~ is one where several small snow or spring fed streams collect 

ina high level valley above the fall, and then drop many hundred feet in a short 
length of the stream into a lower valley, ",here sound rock suitable for a dam is 
found at the exit of the upper valley; where the run off from- the catchment 
area will be sufficient to provide the necessary storage; ·and where the valley 
,is Hat and uncultivated, which will enable additional storage to be collected by 
means of a low dam, without destroying cultivation. . 

All these conditions seldom exist in one place and one has generally to be 
content with a strElltln the discharge from which disappears for a couple of 
months beforE1 the rains, or with.an indifferent storage site where the valley haS. 
a quick slope, and a high dam will be required to store much water, or where 
the rock. is poor, or submergence will necessitate the removal of villages and 
the payment of heavy compensation for the loss of cultivation, and so on. 

In the preliminary investigittion however there is no necessity to give great 
j::onsidcration to all these points, it will be sufficient to ftnd a perennial Ql' 
nearly perennial stream where ~here is a good fall. The details of the storage 
site can best be left for expert survey ,,'t>rk later on. 

Any site is worth considering where the product of the minimum discharge 
in cubic feet pel' second multiplied by the height \>f the fall in feet is not less 
than 16,000. :Anything less than this is .tOo small for industrial purposes 
though it may be of use for town supply; 

4. For preliminary reconnaissance an Aneroid Barometer to· measure 
heights, a watch with seconds hand, and a tape measure or .11. 10 foot rod are 
all the instruments necessary. 

The points to note are :- . 
(a) Approximate disclurrge and Head available. . 0 

(0) River and site on river, by reference to the 1" maps o~ by latitude and 
longitude. '. . 

(c) Accessibility, i.e., how to get to the site, and neo.rest road, rail or river 
communications. -

(d) General remarks (when know!.l) on the height that the high. Hood 
water rises, whether a storage reservoir appears possible, nature ' 
of the country, geological formation, difliculties, market for power 
and any other points of interest which may affect the C06t, con
struction, or upkeep of the works. 

Where it is impossible to observe an accurate discharge, or where the 
correct methods and co-effi,cients ~ be employed are unknown, the following 
very approximate method may be adopted :-. -

Select a straight reach of the stream where the How 'is uniform and where 
there are no marked pools, and mark off 'l'l'ith pegs any convenient length of 
fa.irly uniform width. Then measure as accurately as possible the width of the 
stream, and find the average depth by soundings at intervals acrost> the stream. 
Then throw into the centre of the stream a small stick-and note the time it 

·takes to pass along the marked length; repeat this 4 or 5 times to eliminate 
errors. 'fhen the run in length in feet divided by the average time in seconds 
gives the velocity on the surface. Then the cross-sectional area in square feet 
multiplied by the surface velocity in feet per secolld and di4Jided by two will 
give the approximate disoharge in cubic feet per second. 

For instance, suppose the length marked oft' is 100 feef; and the Hoats taka 
an average time of 50 seconds in passing along this length in a stream having 
a width of 40 feet and an average depth of 1i feet. This gives a cross· sectional 
area of 60 square feet. The surface velocity will then be 2· feet a second and 
the discharge • .'''' ......... ; ~ ...... r... -60 cusecs. . ' "'" 

5. A careful study of the largest maps which are a.vailable will be found.
of 'great assistance in all reconnaissance work. In dense jungle or rough 
country it is frequently impossible to follow up th.e course of a stream, and 
unless the maps are carefully studied it may easily happen that a useful fall or 
apromising reservoir site is missed.· The 1"=1 mile contoured maps are 
excellent and the-4"=1 mile Forest surveys are-even better •. 
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A few examples are given below to indicate the kind of information which 
,can be obtained from maps :--

(a) A fiat or a steep valley or hill side is shown by the distance between 
the contour lines. The closer the lines are the steeper the country 
will be found. I 

(b) The distance between any two contour lines which cross a stream 
will give the fall in that reach. 

(c) Absence of village sites and roads or pathways denotes wild or uncul-
tivated country. . ' 

(d) Numerous habitations on the hill !Jopes or in a valley 'in hilly 
country denote cultivation, and generally springs or perennial water 
in the streams. 

(e) When the. discharge of a stream is known at a certain point, an idea 
of the discharge at another site can generally be guessed by a com-
parison 'of the catchment areas at the two places. ' 

if) By a study of the nature of .the valleys and the hill sides, a fair idea 
can be obtained,of the general nature of the country, and its possi

'bilities with reference to reservoir sites, slopes of the stream, and 
pla.ces where an artificial faU for power purposes call be found. 

(g) When a strllam makes it long hair-pin bend, it is frequently possible 
to obtain a good fall by diverting the water in a tunnel across the 
neck of the bend. Several miles of a river can sometimes in this 
manner be replaced by a short cut diversion of a few furlongs. 

(11) Sometimes the slopes on one side of a water-shed are very steep, 
while on the far side they are gentle; when this happens it may be 
possible to form a reservoir and divert the water througa the hill, 
and by this means obtain 'a most useful artificial fall. 

• Addendum to elementary note . 

Ub'eft~llJ.!ldraulic Data tin round numbers generally). 
Flow. 

1 cusec flow = 1 cubic foot pel' second = 62'4 lbs. per second. , 
...: 60 cubic feet per minute = 3,744 Ibs. per'minute, 
= 374 gallons per minute, 
== 3,600 cubic feet per l,lour, 
= 86,400 cubic feet pel' day, 
= 2'6 million cubic feet per month, 
;..... 3It million cuuic feet per year. 

Regulal'i'tg storage. 
100,000 cubic feet stored will give 1'16 cusees for 24. hours. 

" " " "2:i",, 12 " 
II " " "4!",, 6 " .. .. .. .. 91. ., 

4~' ,,&1" .. .. .. " 27t '.. .. I " 
llair~ 8torage, . 

31"~ million cubic feet stored is equivalent to 1 cusec for a year; but owing 
to evaporation and percolation more storage would actually be required. In 
round figures:- . ' _ 
1,000 million cubic feet stored, will give 30 cusecs continuously for a year. 

.. .. .. .. '40 .. .. .. 9 months. 
" " " " 60 " " ,,6" 
" " " " 120 " " ,,3 JJ. 

Reservoirs. , 
1 acre = 43,560 square feet, 
1 acre of water 1 foot deep = 43,560 cuhic fect, 
1· square mile = 640 acres = 27'88 million square feet, 
I square mile of water 1 foot deep = 27'88 million cubic fe.et. which will 

(in practice) give a flow of about i cusec for 12 months" or a little 
over 3 cuseos for 3 months. 
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(!a tchmellfl. 
1 inch of rain = 100 tons or 3,640 cubic feet per acre. = 64,000 tons or 

2'33 million !lubic feet per square mile. 
In practice, however, only a percentage, and often a small percentage will 

reach the reservoir; see para.graph 9. 

PO'Icer from jlO'lc. 
On the practical bMis Msumed throughout this report Cubic feet flo;r bead in feet 

= electrical horse power. 
If 15 is the divisor, the resuH is in kilowatts. 

Power "'om 8torage. 

( .) R gul L' g Thou ... nd. cubic feet stored x hesd in f.et h h , e a"m. 4~ . . = e. . p. ours. 
If the divisor is 56, the result is in kW. hours or B. O. T. units. 
( .. ) M' Millions cubic feet stored X h.sd in fret . h "am. • 310 = e. . p. years. 
If the divisor is 500, the result is in k. w. years .. 
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Coefficients lor ascertaining mean velocity from greatest surlace velocity 
in channels. 

Very smooth Smooth Rough chan- Very rough Channel. 
Hy04'aulie mean depth. channels· Ash1l11' or nel., Rubble ohannels with 

cement. brickwol'k. mason .. y. earth. detrituA, 

Feet. 
'25 · · '83 '79 '69 'lil '4~ 

'I) · '84 '81 ,74, '58 'liO 

'75 · · · · '84 '8Z '76 • '63 '55 

1 · · . · · · '85 ... '17 '65 '58 . . 
2 

/ 

'83 '79 '71 '64 · · · • 

3 · · · · .. , 'SO '73 '67 

4- · · • · · ... 'SI '75 '70 

5 · · .. , ... '70 '71 

6 · · · 'S4 ... '77 .a-
7 · · · · ... '78 '73 

8 • · · · · • , .. ... 
9 · · · · ·S! '74 -

10 · ... 
II) • · · · ·n - • 
20 

. ~ 

'76 · · · • 
• 

30 · , · · '77 
, 

The hydraulic mean depth is found by dividing the cross-sectional area in 
square feet by the wetted perimeter in feet. The mean values of several cross
sections' 'along the chosen length of channel are use~ For most streams and 
rivers in the hills the coefficients in the laiit column will be used. It will be 
observed that with a. hydraulic mean. depth. less than 0'5 foot the coefficient 
is slightly below the figure suggested 1n Mr. Barlow's Rate (Appendix: I) ; this 

. however will almost always !,i~ conservatjve results. 
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Part 01 an aneroid survey-see paragraph 13. 

The entries in the field note book were as follows :-

Dat •• . Time; Station. 

'\ 
Temp. F . Reading of aneroid.. 

April 4 6'0 I • 72 • 1870 Outward · 
II 

, 8'45 II 
journey. 

83 1~53 

.. 10'0 III 92 - -- 2055 
" 

, 

" • , 12'0 IV 96 2850 

" · · 12'10 VI 91 ~9711 , 

April 6 , 5'30 VI 66 30011 Return journey. 

II , , 7'0 V 69 2150 

" · · 7'30 II 74 1900 

.. • • 8'30 I 80 1795 

Reduction by Molesworth's ~urve for diurnal variation in Calcutta and 
for air temperature by meauq of (.!urves given in Molesworth and Deschimel, 
as follows ;-

. Outward joUl'nl!!/. 

Ditf. by Correction Final 
Station. aneroid for Result f..t. K , di fference. 

f •• t. diurna.l. feet. 

I } Fall 18 +40 Rise 22 1'096 Rise 24- 24 
II 

II 
~ 

. 
Rise 202 . +3 Rise 205 1'115 Rise 230 1 IIIj , 

IiI} I 
Rise 796 .-3 . Rise 7911 1'130 Rise 896 }- 1,264.-

IV 

I IV. } Rise 122 Nil .Rise 122 H30 Rise 138 J VI ----
TOTAL RISE • 1,288 

Beturnjourney. 

V~ } Fan 852 -23 .Fall 829 1'075 Fall 891 

} :} 
1,157 

Fall 250 -5 Fall 245 1'084 Fall 266 
• 

...-nl} Fall 105 -5 Fall 100 1'095 Fall no 110 
I' 
~ 

." TOTAL PALL 1,267 

." 
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It will be sei'n that while the reduced results between the terminat" stations 

agree very well, giving a mean differenee between them of 1,288:1,267= 

1,278 feet, the two common intermediate readings do not agree; between stations 
1 and 2 the outward journey gives a diffl'ren<:e of 2.j, fl'et amI the homeward 
110 feet, while the (liscl'e:pancy is balanced l)pt,,:een stations 2 and 6, traversed 
by a different route. U nlpss the instrumpnts can he carried in sppcial lagged 
cases, so that the metal work cannot get heatl'd up diffl'l'E'ntly at various parts, 
these discrepancies will occur. A second instrument carril'd at this time 
showed equally discordant results at intermediate stations, and the two did not 
agree any better inter se. No douilt if a long halt could have heen made /at 
each station, to enable the in~truments to settle down thoroughly, the results 
would have been more even; but this is generally impossible. .. 

Station I was found by a 4" Forest map to be at abaut reduced. leveJ 990 

feet. Adding the mean rise between 1 and 2' i.e., ?,J,;110 = 67 fe~t, S~ation 
2 will probably be within 50 feet of R. L. 1,057. Station 3, with only a single 

reading, is 230 feet pigher and the' result, 1,287 feet, may be 100 feet out. 
Station 4, similarly may be taken as about 2,183 feet, with a similar margin. 
The terminnl station 6 is probably within 15 feet of 900+1,278 mean or 2,268 
feet, as the results accord well and the Bengal weather repOlts sho\\"ed that no 
considerable change of pressure occurred in the interval; station 5 is about 891 
feet, below this, or say 1,377 feet within 100 feet. The reductions made· from 
the second instrument confirm these probabilities. . 

A subsequent test of. the two" compensated" aneroids, one kept in the 
shade as a control and other placed in the sun, showed that the latter in both 
experiments rose very rapidly; the 'relative .hangc due to the temperature' 
changes of the instrument itsl'lf were 60 feet and 84 feet respt-lctively in the 
course of an honr or so. This no doubt accounts for the discrepancies at inter
mediate stations. 
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Mechanical and Electrical Power. 
The British, and practically International, . horse-power is - the power 

obtained when energ;y; is being expended at the rate of 550 foot-pounds a . 
s~cond or 33,000 foot-pounds a minute. Applied to water power, if 330 Ibs. of 
water/(5'28 cubic feet) are discharged per minute under a head of 100 feet 
(giving a static pressure of 43'3 lbs. pel' square inch) the energy expended will 
be at the rate of 1 horse-power. 'I'his, however, is theoretical, or water horse
power, w.h.p.· If a turbine and pipe system having an efficiency of 90 per cent. 
are employed to utilize this flow and fall, the mechanical or brake horse-power 
obtained on the shaft will be 0'9 b.h.p. If this mechauical power is used to 
drive an elelJtric generator, the efficiency of conversion being 95 per cent. under, 
the particular conditions, the electrical horse-power obtained will be '9 X '95 
'=0'855 e.h.p. The value of the horse-power in foot Ibs. per minute is in each 
case the same, but the fraction available diminishes. The output of the 
generator, 0'855 e.h.p. )( :746 gives the exact electrical equivalcnt, viz., 0'636 
kilowatt, as 1 e.h.p. =746 watts or -'746 kilowatts. To round up the example, 
if this '636 of a Kilowatt is converted to heat (where the efficiency is nece.ssarily 
100 per cent.) it will give !JUt '636 of 57-3 or 36-4 British Thermal units pel' 
minute, which is equivalent to 28,200 foot-Ibs. pel' minute, out of tho. 33;000 
with which the example started. Thus horse-power is a mte, not an atlwu/lt, 
so ,. 500 h.p. per minute" is meaningless; the total amount of electrical power 
generated in any particular time is express'~d in e.b.p.-hours 01' kilowatt
hours. If 500 h.p. (373 k. w.) is exerted for one minute the resultant energy 
is 500/60 01' 8'33 h. p. hours or 6'21 K. w. hours. 'fhese elementary explana
tionsare only given because the letters received from engineers show·tbat they 
are required. _ • 

. No mention has so far be9ll made of "indiGated horse-power" and 
" nominal horse-power." 'I'he former represents the power developed in the 
cgliltderB of II> steam 01' oil engine, as calculated from the indicator diagram,: 
and will generally be from 7 to 18 pel' cent. higher than the effective b.h.p. 
developed on the crank shaft. Nominal horse-power is a term surviving from 
the earliest days of the steam engine, and is practically meaningless now. Tho 
b.h.p. of all engine may be two 01' three times the n.h.p. as the term related to 
the size of the cylinders and length of stroke without regard to the steam 
pressure actually used. Where returns for the census of power are submitted 
in n.h.p. an endeavoUr should be made to ascertain the h.h.p. developed by 
oomparison with other caseli. Otherwise the n.h.p. should bc multiplied by 3. 
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List of sites in Assam. 
13kugai River (Garo Rills).-Unsurveyed in detail, but has a rainfall of 

100 inches of which 91 per cent. falls between April ~nd October. Appears 
unlikely to afford any good site judging by the i-inch map. The catchment 
area however is some 85 square miles at Selhat Raut, where the Naranga tri
butary flows in. (Map 78 K. 7). 

13ogopani River.-see SheIla River. 
CkerrapWlIgi.-see SheIla River. 
JJamring River.-see Krishnai River. 
JJid"am River.-see Jinari River. 
JJigru River.-see Um Tru. 
JJudhnai River (Garo Rills}.-Nothing is known regarding this stream, 

or its tributaries, the Manda and Chichura but it is probably worth reconnais
sance as the rainfall is high and the slope rapid. At the junction of the above 

. tributa.ries the Manda has a catchment of about 40 square milcs 8!ld the 
Chichura about 70 square miles. About 105 out of 115 inches of rain falls 
between April and October. (Map 78 K 13). 

Jadukata or KlIuskiang River and tributaries (Khasia Rills).-Allpears 
to have. considerable possibilities, the rainfall being between 100 and 150 inches 
of which 94 per cent. falls between April and October. There are many falls, 
and reservoir sites·may be fouml in the Nongstoin area. The catchment area 
above the falls of 70 feet, with others near by, in latitude 25° 26', longitude 
9r 8' is about 24 square miles. (Map 78 0; 3, 7, 10). . . 

Jatinga River.-The possibility of using this river for the electrification. 
of the hill section of the Assam Bengal Railway has been considered by the 
Agent. The proposal is to dam the river just below the junction with the Ka 
Yeng (q. v:) near mile 277, up stream of the hair.pin bend near the railw!lY 
tunnel. (There a~e no detailed maps of the river are~ available at present). 
The area :flooded would be about 2i sq. miles, and with a 90 foot dam and 
mean depth of water of 45 feet the storage would be some 3,000 million cu. 
ft. The rainfall is said to vary oetween 144 and 250 inches in the catch
ment, mostly falling between March ·and October. It averages 84 at RaHong 
and 174 in the Jatinga V'alley. The above st()rage would give about 380 
cusecs for the 6 dry months and 12 hours a day. The catchment area of the 
combined st,reams is about 96 sq.· miles above here. The .power station 
would be near .. Damchara Station, where a head of about 200 feet could be 
obtained, with a long canal on difficult ground and perhaps a long pipe line 
so far as is at preSent known. The site may be good for 7,000 e. h. p. or mOftl. 
It seems probable that a higher dam than 90 feet would be required to IP-ve 
the storage indicated, and this might involve the submergence and re-altgn
ment of several miles of the railway in difficult country. 'l'he dam site requires 
further examination. Rook outcrops in saveral places on both banks, and is 
hard and compact, with the strata: Qften vertical, sometimes twisted, and fw
quently broken. It is soun<benough for a weir to stand on, but not for water 
to fall on unless heavily protecteu. It is probable that the river bed was once 
100 feet deeper or more, and the present :flat valley h8.'1 been formed by the 
hills slipping down on the left bank and blocking the river. A lake was 
formed and in course of time its overflow has scoured out a new channel, but 
this is still much above the old level. There is a possible :flank escape (l1ot 
examined) on the left bank some little way Itack. where rock should be found, 
as evidently the river at one time escaped by this route. The dam would pro
bably run across· the river at a ·sha~p angle, but the line would have to be 
trenched for examination and this would be most difficult. Further examina
Hon in detail 'is required before a verdict can be expressed on the scheme. 
See also Ka Yeng River and Maibang. (Map 83 G 4). . . 

Jiua/'i, Jinjal'am or JJidl'am Ricer (Garo Hill.s1.-This has not been pro
spected i it has a catchment area of about 100 sq. miles at Roksaun, with 
about 100 inches of rainfall, and the slope is rapid. The stream is unsurveyod 
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on a large scale, but looks unpromising on the ! inch map. 91 % of the rain 
falls between April and October. (Map 78 K 5, 9). . 

Ka Yeng River.-'L'his from the layered mnps looks more favourable than 
the Jatinga river (q. v.), into which it flows just above the site mentioned on 
tho latter. There is apparently a good reservoir flat some 2 or 3 miles from tho 
Railway bridge, but it proved inaccessible in the time available.- The dam 
here would be well above the railway. The flow was found to be about 5 
cusees only in ,December, but the rainfal) is ab.out 150 inches here over a 
catchment of 30 sq. miles, mostly falling in 6 months. (Map 83 G 2, 3; 
unsurveyed). _. 

KulBi River (Khasia Rills).'!-This appcsrs promising on the map, but has 
not ~een examined. It is a perennial stream and has good falls. Rainfall is 
100 inches, mostly between April and October. There are large lakes in the 
reserved forest area, which could probably be dammed at the exit; but the fall 
would be that due to the dam only. The catchment .area to the lake exit is 

_ oveJl> 100 sq. miles. (Map 78 0 5). 
, KriBhnai or IJamring River (Garo J:{ills).-Near the Jinari (q. v.) and 
the same comments apply. Catchment area at Chelteret about 200 sq. miles. 
(Map 78 K 9). • 

Maibang, Assam-Bengal Railway, hill section.-=:The railway station here 
is in the middle of a large flat valley, several miles long, with steep eliffs on 
the east side where good rock appears to outcrop. This valley is near the high
est point of the line, and it falls steeply away towards Lumding. The valley 
is cultivated; but the railway could be cheaply diverted. The discharge· of the 
river (name unknown) in December was only a few cusees, but rainfall is 
high-about 100 incbes. The site is most suitable for a large reservoir, as the 
valley is flat, the rock apparently good, and an excellent saddle escape exists 
on the east. This site is considered well worth examination. From. the Atlas 
sheets tbe catchment area is about 80 sq. miles. (No maps available, but on 
78 G 2 or 3). 

Monas RiVe1'.-This flows into the Brahmaputra from Bhutan, alld has a 
large perennial flow. The fall after it enters British territory appears con
siderable. (Map 78 J 13). 

Shella River (Bogopani River in Atlas; Khasia Hills). -This is within the 
belt of 200 to' 440 inches of rain and consiSts of steep sided gorge~, already cut 
duwn almost to plains level. Unless reservoir sites are found on the upper 
reaches in the Cherrapunji district (see General Remarks on Assam; para. 26) it 
is doubtful if the stream is of any use. If storage exists the catchment areas 
at almost any point are far larger than is necessary; excess water, not defi
ciency, will be the difficult problem. The months of December and January 
are almost dry; November and February receive an average of 2i inches; 
March averages 8 and October 15 ; so the distribution is unusually good. As 
the country is mostly steep and rocky the run-off will be' very high, as all falls 
are heavy. By way of an inrlex to the dry weather discharges 27 very small 
feeders of the SheIla River were gauged in the area immediately west of ChelTa
pungi. All these flow into the Urn Long and Um PynjngithuIi, which meet at 
R. L. 1,700 feet, 3! miles due west of the Dak Bungalow, and attention is 
called to possible reservoir sites above here in para. 26. January 1919 had only 
one measurable fall of rain, 0'63 inch on the 20tht and the combined discharges 
of the streams amounted to only 3 cusecs early in February. That month was 
quite dry. -March had 0'92 inch on the 3rd and 4th only, and the combined 
dischar"'es later in that mOllth were under 2! cusees. April had 13 inches 
of whiili half fell between the 17th and 23rd, the remainder being distributed 

• in small falls. The combined discharges taken just after these ht'avier falls 
amounted to only S· cusecs. The Umsohphi reservoir site at the 100 feet 
contour is just over 1'1 square mile in area by the map. (Map 78 0 11, 15). 

Sltillong.-A small schcme was drawn up for Jighting this hill station from 
the neighbouring falls on the Um Kra and Urn Shirpi, but it offered no facil
ities for extension beyond about 150 e. h. p. A printed report on the site is in. 
existence. Gaugings of the Um Kra taken at Mawlai Bridge gave from llt 
cusecsat the end of December 1918,.dropping very steadily to a minimum of 
6'3 cusecs early in April 1919. The decrease is about 1 cusec per mensem ·in 
winter. Above Bishop's falls the Um Shirpi dropped steadily from 10 cusecs 

• Since enmmcd· Bnd found unpromising. 
L 
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at the end of December 1918 to a minimum of 6'3 CWlecs early in April 1919, 
with the same decrement. (Map 78 0 14). 

U1Itian lli~er,. Khasia ~ills.-Thi~ ~rossllli t.he ~ain. road a~ Darapani, 
where a rcserVOIr slte may eXist. -There IS however little mformatlOD as to the 
faU available below, as the river soon passes to parts of which no detailed maps 
exist. The catchment at Barapani is about 20 sq. milcs. Rainfall about 100 
inches, mostly fallillg in 7 months, Cliz., about 94 %. (Map 78 0 14 and 83 
C 1,2). 

Urn Kra; see Shillong supra. 
Urn llai llivel', tributary of the Um Tru (q.v.). This has been gauged 

where it passes near the. Gauhati-Shillong road, and where it is perennial. 
At mile 41 the discharge fell gradually, with large variations, from an a):,lll'age 
of 20 cusecs in January 1919, and 10 cusecs in l!'ebruary, to 6i in Marcn and 5 
in the. early part of April. The lowest record was 1 cuscc. At the Laroh 
rapids (not identified) the discharge fell from 38 cusecs average in January and 
28 in February down to' 22 in March; the lowest record being 15 cusecs. 
Raill.fall about 100 inches. (Map 78 0 13). 

Um Shirpi.-See Shillong supra. . 
Urn Tru 81' Digl'u lliver.-(Khasia Hills). This and its branches, which 

pass the Gauhati Shillong road, may offer some power, but not much informa
tion is available except that the river is perennial and has some good falls. 

'. Detailed examination of the maps has not yet been made. The catchment 
area above the junction with the Urn Rai appears to be about 60 square miles, 
but it is difficult to trace out exactly. Rainfall about ]00 inches, of which 
about 94 per cent. falls between April and October. (Map 78 0 9,13). 

Someswarl llivel·.-(Garo Hills). Unsurveyed in detail, but looks promis
ing on the layered and t inch maps. At the junction where the Ramthang and 
Sernthang from the west join the Rangdi from the east the catchment areas are 
about 300 and 170 square miles, or 470 in 311. Rainfall over 100 inches, of 
which 90 per cent. falls between April and October. (Map 78 KID, 11, 14,15). 
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Bengal and neighbourhood. 

Chittagong.-A small scheme was drawn up for utilizing the Karnaphnli 
River near this town, but no details are available. Rainfall about 100 inche.q. 
(Map 84·B, unsurveyed). 

Damuda Bil1lJr.-There appear to be some possibilities in this river in 
connection with an irrigation project, but they have not been investigatE'll 
from the power point of view. The development. would, it is believed. be 

. expensive. The rainfall avera"ooes 50 inches in the area. The Port COn:J,missioners 
of Calcutta are interested in the' reservoir project, as the monsoon Hnsh is 
required to keep the River. Hooghly clear. Several reservoirs wer~ proposed, 
one of the upper. ones creating a fall of 100 feet, some of which could be 
utilized. The lower reservoir, into which the tail waters would discharge, 
was designed for a capacity of 20,000 million cubic feet ~ and the river bed 
below this has a slope of about 10 feet per mile. The prospects are not allnring, 
owing to the proximity of the coal fields and the high cost of any development. 
(Map 73·M). • 

Darjeeling District.-The present plant (See Table 2) is incapable of 
supplying the whole district and various schemes (Table 5) have been drawn 
up for further power. None of these are particularly comprehensive and 
detailed examination should improve on them. The Great Rungect River is 
mostly out of British territory; the Little Rungeet River with its tributary hill 
nalas is in all cases suggested, and these are certainly·"hpable of development. 
They have a catchment area of about 200 square miles. It is probable that at 
It'ast 1,000 feet head can be obtained with a minimum discharge, from the 
Little Rungeet and the Kahill Nala alone, of 40 cnsecs. The 2,000 foot 
contour offers a favourable channel line, and the drop would be made to the 
Great Rungeet where these streams meet it, at about R.L. 1,000 feet. No 
storage sites (other than for regulation) are probable, but power to the extent 
of 3,000 e.h.p. maybe obtainable.' Rainfall 120 inches well distributed from 
April to October. 'fhe following gangings were made on the 4th April 1919, 
when the How was exceptionalli low, at points selected rs likely to be reliable, 
and capable of being combined into a single scheIll8. The coefficient locally 
adopted has been changed from 0'66 to 0'5, as the hydralllic mean depth is 
extremely small and the beds are full of boulders and no really good cross 
sections are possible; the readings however were carefully made, and the reduced 
results are dependable. 

Raman 48 cusecs; Lodhoma 17 cnsecs; Rungriate 4i cnsacs; Rilling 7 
cusecs ; Little Rungeet 22 cusecs; Kahil 7 cusecs; total 105. 

(Map 78 A 7 and 8, survey incomplete towards Sikkim), 
Duar8 D'8trwt.-. In addition to the laldaka (q. v.) on the border there 

are to the East some half dozen much larger rivers, mostly snow fed, falling 
into the Duars and Goalpara from Bhutan. The Amo Chu or Torsa, Chin Chu 
or Raidak, Sankosh, Saralbhanga, Manas, as well as smaller streams, all come 
from very high ground and mnst have great possibilities; but no maps are 
available, and no prospecting has been done. Probably the power sites will be 
outside British India entirely . 

.Taldaka Biver.-(or Hidden Stream). This lies on the border line between 
Kalimpong (Darjeeling) and Bhutan and Hows into _ the Duars; its upper 
rcaches are in Tibet and Sikkim; the road up frOID Kumani Forest BungalO'l' 
is negotiable by elephants for some distance; it crosses and recrosses the 
boundary, over the river, which is barely fordable to men at the lowest water 
in April before the snows melt. '!'he main river is apparently fed from the· 
snows of the 1 elep La, north of Gnatoug in Sikkim; a considerable tributary, 
the Ne Chu, joins the main river where Sikkim and Bhutan meet the Kalim
pong boundary and a fair one on the left bank i a lIlile below. The catchment 
area here is about 130 square miles. The streams were gauged in the first 
week of April 1919, when the discharge was believed to be the lowest ever 
known; it was about 130 cusecs at the junotion. where the elevation was found 
to be about 2,000 feet. The tributaries lower down were nearly dry in Maroh 
1D19. 'fhe rainfall is not less than 150 inches, and tbe flood discharges are 
Vllst, probably over 40,000 cusecs at times. The slope of the bed is fairly 

~ ~ 
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steep throughout, down to the plains near Sipchu Ghat (some 12 miles) where 
the elevation is about 680 feet. ThA upper part of the area has not been 
surveyed, but it is probable that a channel could be taken along the right 
bank" in British territory, at about contour 2,000, to a point near Kumai Tea 
Estate, where a drop of 1,000 feet or more may be obtamable-but the lower 
part of this again hM not been contoured. Neither the stream beds nor the 
hills along the rouie appear to afford good facilities for even regulating storage, 
but further' investigation is required. If this development is impracticable 
other sites lower down may not prove so ; there are several places where a dam 
might (with difficulty) be built to impound a. fair lake, and the rivAr does not 
can'y much sitt normally, hut the escape would have to be over the dam. The 
river appears likely to afford at least 12,000 e.h.p. continuously without any 
storage. Its possibilities are, however, vastly greater, as if harnessed it would 
be required for the tea districts of the Duars; Mr. A. H. Abbott of Octavius 
Steel and Company, who are managing Agents of man,. of these gardens, first 
drew attention to the potentialities of the river. Tea plucking does not begin 
until the fi.rst rains produce new leaf; and as soon as the early rains begin the 
discharge rises. Furthermore, before the tea season is in full.swing, the snows 
begin to melt and supplement the cold weather 1l0w. It is very probable there
fore that by the time the power would be wanted there would be from 50,000 
e.h.p upwards available; but whether this could be developed at a sir:gle site is 
somewhat douhtful. An artificial channel or llumA' of large capacity (several 
hundred cURecs) would have to be carried for many miles along the'hill side, 
across several large tributary nalas, and possibly along precipitous or treacherous 
ground. As, however, the industry awaits the power the scheme is well worth 
detailed examination. The submontane tea area of the Duars covers about 1,000 
square miles, all within easy transmission reach of the site. Some 90 million 
pounds of tea 'are preparert in a season, requiring the equivalent of some 85,000 
tons of coal, costing at pre-war rates over 13 lakhs of rupees. The greater part 
of this fuel, about 60 per cent, is used for drying purposes, to heat air which is 
driven by fans through the leaf at a temperature of about 2200 F. The volume 
of air required is considerable, but the heating of it electrically, by means of. 
resistance coils, is, a simple matter, already done on as large a scale in other, 
indnstrial drying operations. The power required for this purpose is large, but 
susceptible of exact calculation. The' district is probably able to absorb the 
whole of the power that can be economically developed from the J aldaka River, 
during the season from April to December. (Map 78 A. 12,16. Partly avail-

"able on 4" scale; part unsurveyed on border of Sikkim and Bhutan.) 
Sikkim.-Messrs. Bum & Co., Ltd., of Howrah have obtained various forest 

and mineral concessions in Sikkim, including the right to de.velop electrical 
energy from water power. After investigating a scheme to utilize the Tahung 
Chu and Zenn Chu at their j\lnction they finally decided to develop power at 
the Lagyap Pass site, east of Gangtok. The source of power is a perennial 
stream 1l0wing from a snow-fed lake at a high altitude and eventually finding 
its way to the Tista River. The site is near a gap on the watershed, through 
which the stream will be diverted to the west, without a tllnnel. It will then 
be carried along the hill side to where there is a steep drop of 2,000 feet into 
the Roro Chu or Tahsourche nala. Communications are difficult. The site is 
estimated to yield some 6,500 e.h.p. continuonsly at an overall cost of about 
one-tenth of an anna per unit. (No maps available.) 
• Tista River. - This is a snow-fed river with a minimum discharge of 10,000 
misecs. The slope of the bed where it enters the plains is about 10 feeta mile 
for 20 miles; and until well into Sikkim, above the junction with the 'Great 
Rungeet, the slope does not materially rise. The river is subject to enormous 
'floods from its 3,000 or more square miles of catchment, and although capable of 
-yielding much power the development would be an expensive one. There is 
little doubt that a dam would be the only method of controlling the floods and 
concimtrating a fall (i.e., its storage would not be drawn on); and to construct 
this would offer engineering great difficulties owing to the high minimum dis~ 
charge. Assuming that a 50 foot head could be obtained by this means, as is 
probable, this would give some 45,000 e.h.p. continuously; and more than one 
such place could in all probability be found. The river in its lower hill reaches 
may be estimated as good for at least 150,000 e:h.p. at a price (Map 78-A). 
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List of Sites in Bihar and Orissa. 

Barakar River: see Usri River. 
BUf'habalong River (Mayurbhang). Mr. (now Major) C. H. Douglas, late 

of the :British Westinghouse Co., investigated a power site on the upper 
reaches of this river many yeal'S ago, having a fall of some 900 feet, and he 
expressed the opinion that 40,000 e.h.p. or more could be developed with the 
aid of stor8.0<>e. It is probable, however, that only a .single gauging of the dis
char~ was made, which may Rave' been by no means at th~ lowest time or in 
a dry year. The reservoir site at that time was unbroken jungle, and not 
surveyed in' detail. - The rainfall in the surrounding plains is 60 inches, of 
which 90 per cent. falls between May and October; it is certainly much higher 
in tbe Mayurbhang hills, whioh rise to over 3,000 feet. Tbe site has now 
'been re-examined under the orders of the Chief Engineer, Public Works De
partment, Bihar and Orissa. It is reported that there are two' main reservoil' 
sites which will cover over a square mile each and store some 1,200 and 1,000 
million cubic feet respectively; while the first of these, situated below the 
junction with the Bukwa stream below Simlipalgarh, can be increased greatly 
by raising the proposed dam higher than the 120 feet originally proposed. 
These sites are 2 and 5 miles above the fall, and smaller regulating dams can 
be built close to .the fall with a capacity of 400 million cubic feet more. The 
fall itself is 795 feet high but can be raised to 950 feet by carrying a channel 
along the eastern side for a length of 2,500 feet, thus confirming Mr. Douglas' 
opinion. It is probable that the site is capable of a development of 10,000 
e.h.p. at least, and Mr. Douglas' estimate has not been disproved. (Map. 73 J. 
8 and K. 5.) _ . . 

Durgaoti River, tributary of Karamnasa, Shahabad District. At Kadbar 
Khoh, 9 miles from the river's source, there were reported to be storage possi-· 
bilities, but the Chief Engineer finds the valley unsuitable owing to the rocks 
Jleing much fissured vertically and horizontally. Rainfall 40 to 50 inches 
nearly all between June and September; catchmen't area about 27 square mileS 
only. The site is reported by the Chi!lf Engineer. to be useless, as the 
minimum discharge in 1918-19 was only ! cusec. The Bichli (Mojhli) site, 
close to the former, is equally~ useless and dries up entirely. (Map. 63 P. 14 ) 

GarrhaNadi, Singhbhum District, at Dutaura, 4 miles north 
of Dhirol Public Works Department bungalow on Chaibasa-Moholia Road, 
has been examined. There are good storage possibilities (at heavy cost) and 
the catchment is large, but ilie fall is probably not more than' 50 feet. The 
flow was 7 cusecs in February 1919 at this site, wberethe stream breaks 
through the hills. It is 4 miles north' of the Haldopokhar Road. (Map 73 J. 6.) 

Kakolat Fall, Gaya District. 'i'his is 10 or 12 miles south of Nawada in 
the hills running east from the Job N adi. An article in "Indian Industries 
and Power" says "At the very minimum this may be expected to yield 
25,000 horse power" but it is, on the other hand, reported by the Commissioner, 
Patna Division, to run quite dry in the hot weather. 'rhe discharge was 
2 cusecs in February, 1919. Large storage is therefore essential. The catch- _ 
ll)ent area is extremely small and the available fall is only 160 feet. The site 
is reported as quite useless by the Chief Engineer. Rainfall about 50 inches 
nearly all falling between June and September. (Map 72 H.10.) . 

Kanchi River.·-The ltaota (or Dasan Ghag) fall, 6 miles south of Taimara, 
in the 19th mile of the Ranchi-Bandu Road, is about 150 feet. The catchment 
area is about 260 square U1ilas and the rainfall 50 to 60 inches, of which. that 
falling in June to September is alone of real value. The minimum discharge 
in 1918-19 was 4! cusecs. No reservoir can be formed at the fall, but withou~ 
storage no great power can be expected. A site for a reservoir exists 20 miles 
above the fall and others may exist.' Possibly the fall call. be increased also. 
(Map 73 E. 8, 12.) , 

Kao River, Shahabad District. Above junction with Kudra, at Tara
chandi. Has been examined and site reported by the Chief Engineer as use
less. (Map 72 D. 1.) 
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. Karo River, Ranchi District. At Perua Ghag, 6 miles south of Topkara 
which is 6 miles from Torpa on the Khunti-Kamdera Road, there is a fall of 
100 feet. The catcbment area i. over 500 square miles, and the minimum dis
charge in 1918·19 was 1 cusec. Storage is probably available 3 or 4 mHes 
above the fall, which' can also be increased by a suitable take-off. Rainfall 
about 50 inches, mostly between June and September. (Map 73 F.!.) 

Mohana River.-Tributary of Phalgu rivor, Hazaribagh District, 10 miles 
south of Grand Trunk Road. The Tamasin and Ha,rikbal falls have been 
examined, and there appear to be storage possibilities 10 miles above Itkhori 
and possiblyeisewhere. Tho falls are 50 and 60 feet respectively, and extra 
head can be obtained by taking off at Itkhori. The catchment area will be 
about 200 square miles at this site. The minimum flow is neglio-eable. 
Raiufall 50 inche.~, of which only that between June and October, amo~ntinQO 
to 92 per cent. will be of any real use. (Map 72 H. 3, 4, 8.) " 

Nindi River.-There is a 200 foot water fall at Mauzah Nindi, Thana 
Bishunpur, 4 miles north of Serandag, and 10 miles east of Bishunpur. The 
catchment area is about 12 square miles only, but the monsoon: rainfall is 5<7 to 
60 inches, by the map and probably more on the crest of the hills. Storage will 
be essential and the site will probably not allow of sufficient to be of any use. 
(Map· 73 A 7). 

PapaTlaran River, Padampur Zemindari, Sambulpur District. The 
Narsinghnatli or Kapildhar fall, 97 miles south-west of Sambalpur, and 20 
miles south of Padampur is about 900 feet all told, but the catchment area it 
only 2 square miles with a miuimum discharge of about 4. cusecs. It had 
previously been reported that the fall came from "a vast sheet of water at the 
top of the hill "J The stream, however, is sacred, and the Narsinghnath temple 
is below the main fall, so it is impossible to utilize the site. (Map 64 P. 1). 

PhulwiJrill Rivel', Shahabad: Has been examined at Zibhar Khund, 
where there is a fall of 450 to 500 feet, but the discharge is very small and 
storage impossible. 'I'be site is useless. (Map 63 P.9.) , 

SankII' lUver.-There is a site under examination 3 .miles from Rajdcra, 
!>n the southern end of the· Pakripat-Natal'hat Plateau. The catchment area 
is only 32 square miles with a rainfall of 60 inches, confined almost entirely 
to June to October. The Rajdera fall is 17& feet and it is believed that a 
reservoir can be formed above it, increasing the practicable head by tunnelling 
through to the riYer. There are mines near. '['he power is unlikcly to be 
sufficient for alu.mina reduction, but bauxite is found within reach. The 
minimum discharge in 1918-19 was only t cusec. (Map 73.A.. 3). 

Ibid.-'rhe Perua Ghag fall lower down the Sankh River, 12 miles north 
of Kochdega and 4 miles east of Kundra on the Gumla road, is about 23 feet, 
and the catchment area here is over 900 square miles. The bed some miles 
above the fall is wide and a reservoir site may exiHt, but storage would be 
costly. The fall is dry except in the rains, being on a loop of the river, but 
the main discharge is reported as, having been not less than 144 cusees 
in 1918-19. (Map 73 B. 5.) 

Son River;-It is stated by the Chief Engineer that any storage scheme on 
any tributary of this river might be of value for irrigation for the Son Canals. 

Subarnal'ika Rit)er,·-The Hundrughagh fall, of about 312 feet, is 13 miles 
north of Angara at the 61st mile of the Ranehi-Pul'ulia Road and 20 miles 
from Ranchi. Extra fall can be obtained by taking off 4 or 5 miles higher up 
strc..'tm. The catchment area is roughly 500 square milCA with rainfall between 50 
and 60 inches, nearly all falling between June and September; and the cold 
weather discharge is about 60 cusoos, falling to a minimum of 12 in 1915-19. 
Thcre is no suitable reservoir site at the fall, but many higher up, all expensive 
llowever in arranging for surplus flood water. Probably the site is capable of 
giving 1,600 e. h. p. or more. (Map 73 E 7, 11, 15.) 

Another site has also bren examined 4 miles west of ChandH Village, where 
a storage site exists requiring a dam 600 to 1,000 feet long, to store an 
enormous volume of water up to 100 feet above bed without flooding the railway. 
Here the catchment area is over 2,000 square miles. There is a subsidiary site 
lower down, which might serve as a permanent darn to give the necessary head 
and two possible additional storage sites further up stream. '1'he cold weathcr 
discharge is fair, but- the stream must occasionally run dry in the hot weather, 
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as the dam at Sakchi has no flow at times. Rainfall 50 to 60 inches, mainly 
confined to June to September. The site will be very expensive to develop, and 
the power could not compete with wllste gas from the Sakchi f"arnaces .. (Map 
7:} J 1 and 5). 

U8ri Biver.-Haz:ribagh District. At USl'i, about 7 miles from Giridih, just 
below the cl'os~ing of the Gobindpur road, a fall of about 180 feet \s obtainable 
where tho junction with the .Barakar river is. A good storage site exists above. 
and has been surveyed by the Bengal Irrilzation Department in connection 
with the Damodar flood regulation. Believed to be worth some 1,200 e. h. 
p. which would be useful for the construction of the neighbouring dam on the 
Barakar River. Of the total rainfall of 50 inches 86 per cent. is dlle to the 
June-September monsoon. The proximity of the coal fields renders it unlikely 
that the fall will be used. (Map 72 L 8.) . -
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List 01 Sites, Bombay. 

:Bhatsa River.-There are said to be falls in this river at the site indicated 
near Shahapur, but' no details are known except that the rainfall in the 
catchment of nearly 400 square miles is very high, probably 200 inches or more 
in the Ghat area, from local information, though there are no records of the 
Meteorological Department there. It practicaUy all falls between June and 
September. (Map 47 E 7.) _ . 

G angavaU IJ,iver.-'l'he Magod falls ,on this river are said to be 800 foot high 
and have a catchment of about 280 square miles with good rai~ of from 30 to 
75 or possibly 100 inches. No details as to minimum discharge. The rainfall is 
heavy during June, July and August, but there is generally a fair fall in May, 
September and October also. (Map 48 J 9, 13 ). 

Igatpm'i,-Western Ghats. There are possibilities of a further storage 
project here (site not identified), but it is unlikely to be developed until the 
present Tata schemes have all materialized (See Andhra Valley; Nila Mula; 
Koyna). Rainfall 7J inches or more, and over 100 in parts. nearly all falling 
between June and September. (Map 47 E.) 

Indus lUvel·.-If the proposed barrage at Sukkur is built there may be 
considerable power available and high level irrigation may afford an outlet for 
it. It is too early to discuss this. 

Kalwadi RitJeT.-The Borkund falls are said to be worth examination; also 
the Vincholi falls, and lower still, the Lalguli falls of 500 to 850 feet according 
to length of canal. The catchment is in the high rainfall district of the 
Western Ghats, viz., 100 inches or more, and is about 280 square miles in area 
at the junction with the Dogi, near the lowest fall; but the minimum 
discharge is not known; it was 200 cusecs at Lalgnli in the summer of 1905, 
date not given. A fall higher up the' river, near Londa, is also believed to 
exist; probably this refers to the rapids at Supa, which have been surveyed for 
power required at Dandeli, as proposed by the Conscrvator of Forests, Southern 
Circle. The:area has considerable industries, and the tail waters could be used 
for irrigation. The Executive Engineer, Kanara, estimated (in 1905) that 
with storage the Lalguli falls were able to give 60,000 e. h. p. but further 
investigation is required. (Map 48 I, 7,11,12). 

KognG River Project.-This is already entered in Table u as having been 
investigated by Mr. A. T. Arnall. The catchment area is 346 square miles in the 
Western Ghats. The proposed HelwakLake will havll a. draw-off capacity of ' 
120,000 million cubic feet, giving 300,000 e. h. p. continuously. Tile water 
will be tunnelled through the watershed and the head is 1,600 feet. 
Rainfall said to be 150 inches, though shown on the 75 inch contour i:a the 
rainfall chart; but the precipitation at the edge of the Ghats is extremely high 
all along. (Map 47 G 10, 11,14, 15.)- . 

Malapraba Rivel".-Belgaum District. There are falls in this river at the 
point indicated, but no details are known at present. The catclimcnt area is 
about 250 square miles and extends through the zones of 30 to 100 inches rainfall, 
which mostly falls between Mayor June and September. (Map 48, M, 1.) 

Mula Ri'l)er.-There are two rivers -of this name. One is dealt with 
under the Nila. Mula Project below •. The otber rises in the Trimbak hills, 
which have a rapid drop from about 5,000 feet elevation down to 2,000 feet. 
The catchment area at the site indicated appears to be about 180 squa,-e miles, 
with a monsoon rainfall averaging 30 to 40 inches but probably far higher 
in the upper reaches; it is confined however to the monsoon period. (Map 47 
E 11, 15.) - ' 

Nita Mula Project.-This is already entered in Table 5 as having been 
investigated by Mr. H. P. Gibbs. The catchment. area is 111 square miles in 
the Western Ghats, and the proposed Nila Mula Lake is estimated' to have a 
draw·off capacity of 18,000 million cubic feet, giving 150,000 e. h. p. for 
3,600 hours per annum, so that for tabular purposes the power may be given as 
75,000 e. h. p. continuously. The water will be taken through the waterihed 
in a tunnel and the head is 1,700 feet. Rainfall about 150 inches, though on 
the contoured map it is in the area of 75 inches. (Map 47 F 6, 7, 10,11.) 

• 
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Nir/J Canal Projeat.-Poona. See Table 5. After the new Bhatgar Dam is 
built much more power will be available, especially if the Vir Tank is enlarged 
to pick up the tail waters and store tbem for itrig'ation. 'l'he Ing falls or 
rapids also appear to offcr ~ome power for 8 months; some 1,700 e. h. p. 

Pra'IJal'(J River.-Rises in Trimbak hills near the Mula River (q. v.) and 
has the same characteristics. The Randa falls have about 200 feet drop and 
are said to be able to give 8,500 e. h. p. continuously. The site appears 
promising from the maps, and the monsoon rainfall is said to be very high, 
from 150 to 200 inches. Tbe catchment at the point indicated appears to be 
about 80 square miles. (Map 47 E 10 lind 14.) 

ShQl'avati River.-District" Oanara,. The Gersoppa falls on this river 
have a drop of some 800 feet. and it is believed they have been examined for 
power, though no details have been received. The'falls are within 20 miles of 
the sea and near Bhatkal Harbour,.which is lmder investigation as a port. The 
monsoon rainfall is from 75 to 100 inches during June to September in the 
.catcl:Jll.ent of about 150 square miles, aud reaches 150 inches over pal't of the 
Ghat area, (Map 48 J 12.) . 

Tadri llivel.',-The Lushington falls are said to be 800 feet high, and are 
worth investigation as no discharges are known -to have been takefi~ Monsoon 
rainfall between 100 and 120 inches over a catchment of perhaps 250 square 
miles; reservoir sites may be found. (Map 48 J 11 and 15.) 

TTaitarna Rive/'.-There are waterfalls in this river at the site indicated 
by the map, north of Tansa Lake, but no details are available. The. rainfall 
(mostly between June and September) is upwards of 75 inches and the catch
ment of the order of 200 squa~'e miles. (::\1ap 47 E 2, 6). . . 

Canal Falls, Bombay, 

M.i~imum 
Fall How 'Working 

Canal .. Position. in !!,xcept at period 
feet. closure in days. 

cusecs. 

Go1rak Canal. • 

VI'" adarhatti Branch Mile 5/7 4 10 240 
'-

" " II 6/5 5 10 " - 6/6 31 I 10 
" " " I " 

It is possible th .. t these faUs lIlight be combined, 110 infol'mationis available. 

P,a.a)'" Left Bank Canal. 
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List of Sites in Burma. 

Ani8akan River, Maymyo, tributary of Myitnge. The Deitdawgyi faUs on 
this river have a drop of about 1,000 feet, almost sheer down, and the minimum 
discharge is said to be about 2 cusecs in May. The catchment area iH quite 
small, of the order of 20 square miles. There are possible reservoir sites, though 
these have not been surveyed, cl()!;e to the faUs. One appears to be 30 to 40 
acres in area. It is possible that other small streams can be diverted. into the 
catchment. No canal is required and a short pipe line only.-There is little 
doubt that such power as is required in Maymyo can be obtained at reasonable 
cost from this project, 20() to perhaps 500 e.h.p. The rainfall is about 50 
inches; 96 per cent. of this falls between Apr~ and November, and a considerable 
carry-over will ee required from storage, especially as crops probably absorb 
most of the small flow in the dry months. The stream is also ealiedNadalln"'ya 
Chaung. Minimum discharge in 1919 was 2 cusecs at Htonbo near Sed~w. 
{Map 93 C, 5.) 

Balu Chaung; See Laimaw River. 
Ban OhawlIg.-See Tavoy. • 
Bean River.-Tavoy. Mr. Crossley of the Southern and Boundary 

13urmese Wolfram Co., has located an 1,100 foot fall on this river, but no 
gaugings are available. (Map 95 J. 12, K. 9.) . 

Bernard Mgo River.--This river, 9 miles north of Mogok, is said to Lave 
-a minimum discharge (due to springs) of 20 to 40 cusecs, and a good drop, 
stated to be several thousand feet in a short distance. It runs into the Kiu 
Chaung, a tributary of the Sweli, and is probably capable of 8,000 e.h.p. 
or more. Rock is gneiss and limestone. Rainfall between 100 and 50 inches, 
()f which 96 per cent. falls between May and November. The catchment arell. 
is about 120 square miles. (Map 93 A 8.) 

BililJ River.-South west of, and on road to, Papun; ~aid to be worth 
·examination. An isolated river, with seven months' rainfall of 100 to 150 
inches over its catchment and 5 dry months. The drainage area above Yinon, 
(which may however be near sea level) is about 600 square miles. It runs 
nearly dry for S months, so storage w~uld be essential. (Map 94 G, but mostly 
unsurveyed.) 

Chaung'magyi. See Madaya R. ' 
Che Ohaung.-Yaw district. A promising -gorge with a good perennial 

discharge is found 4 miles above Yeshin village, 45 miles from Pauk. 
Chindwin River.-Tributary of Irrawaddy. Kaw-i Fall (presumably at 

the place of that name, latitude 25° 58', longitude 95° 45') is said to have 8 
discharge of about 3,000 cusecs in March and a fall of 30 feet. It is in wild 
(lountry, with rock soil, but is said to be the most promising site on the river. 
May be valued at a probable 10,000 e.h.p., but has not been examined. 
:Mr. Barlow considered it weu' worth investigation. The catchment is very 
great, probably 5,000 squaro miles, with rainfall about 75 inches. (Map 83 0, 
but unsurveyed). 

Eeho River.--Beyond Kalaw on the road to Yawnghwe. There is here a 
very large and almost flat valley, mostly cultivated, evidently an old lake bed, 
spongy peat like soil, with outcrops of inferior peat. The area of this flat 
valley (a small part only of the catchment) may be about 20 square miles, but 
;at its lower end, where the drainage escapes, there·is a smaller flat of about a 
square mile (dimensions not detll1'mined) partly enclosed by spurs coming in 
from either side. At the south west end of the large valley a big spring comes 
through the limestone and feeds the nala that drains the area. The discharge 
Was estimated to be 150 cusecs early in February, 1919, and was gauged at 
103 cusecs on the 28th of that month. It was again gauged on 28th April and 
found to be 64 cusecs, which may safely be taken as near the absolute minimum. 
At the exit through the hills into Yawnghwe, from the smaller flat referred to 
above, there is a rapid series of cascades giving a drop of 672 feet in a horizontal 
distance of 4.,000 feet, but it is believed that there is a further fall of 100 feet or 
more within easy distance, the survey having terminated at the foot of the fall. 
The nala flows into Imle Lake. The ground on either side of the fall is fairly 
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good and is suitable for a duct, and the pipe line would he reasonably short. A 
small regulating tank could be made at tbe head of tbe faU and a reservoiL' of 
large size above this could be scoured out hydraulically when. power is available. 
Possibly levels may prove that a dam at the head of the fall would impound a 
considerable volume of water in the small Hat valley without Hooding the 
larger valley. The cross-section at the dam site is very favourable so far as it 
has been taken, showing that a lieight of 28 feet above water level could be 
obtained with a orest length of only 240 feet (much greater height is practicable), 
with rock on one bank and, almost certainly, near the surface on the other. 
As however there is a drop in this valley· of only 14. feet in the 6,000 feet 
above the fall it is fairly cerWIP that a dam of, any size would Hood valuable 
land in: the larger valley r' If however a power scheme were developed at this 
excellent waterfall the problem 1}f large storage could be solved quite simply 
by utilizing a small proportion of the total power in driving large low-lift 
centrifugal pumps, to keep the upper valley clear, an earthen embankment 

, being constructed at the neck across the smaller valley. Thus, suppose the 
main dam to be 30 feet high, giving a water level at the neck 16· feet 
above the stream .level. Then the pumping thr\>ugh the embankment at 
this point would only require about one-thirtieth of the total power avairable, 
based on the relative main and pumping "heads." If the nala were liable 
to violent Hoods such a scheme might prove impracticable, but this is not the 
case. The total catchment area is perhaps liiO miles, with an annuall'ainfall 
of about 40 inches, of which 97 per cent. falls between April and November. 
The great Hat spongy valley involves a very slow run-off, and considerable 
evaporation from its swamps, so that the stream (and examination confirms 
this) is comparatively even in its discharge. It may be hazarded to average 
not less than about 150 cusecs throughout the year. Before the amount of 
storage which can be obtained, and the steady flow which can thus be depended 
on, can be determined, further information is required regarding the actual 
rainfall and run-off and the capacity of dams of different height with their 
corresponding embankments. It is also necessary to survey both banks for the 
best location for a channel from the head of the fall to the point where tIle 
pipes would be carried down to the power station; to survey the most practic
able pipe line in each case; and to determine from these which bank should be
used and where the power station will be-located. 

'1'he minimum How will give some 3,800 e. h. p. continuously, which would 
allow a plant of about 8,000 e. h. p. on ordinary 12 hour working". At the lowest 
estimate storage coupled with the much greater normal discharge would give at 
least half as much again. The scheme appears to be a first class one of about 
10,000 e. h.,p., which would not be expensive to construct, and' it should 
be fully iJlYtl.stigated. There is, however, no likelihood of the power being 
required in the district unless an industry is founded on the power. The 
Kalaw railway will soon be extended up to the site, and there is considerable 
traffic awaiting it. The site was examined by Messrs. Barlow and Meares and
subsequently discharges and a preliminary survey were carried out by Mr. F. 
A. Clift, Executive Engineer, Taungyi. (Map 93 D. 10,14.) 

He~ilza ClIatmg.-Tavoy. There are falls "of great height and volume .. 
north -east of :y ebyn. 

Indawgyi Lake.-This has an area of some 40 squ!tre miles, and a low 
dam would impound an immense volume of water. There is a perennial 
How from it down 'the Indaw Chaung, and regulation would be easl. The 
available fall is not known j nor is the catchment area and rainfall. (Map 92 
C. 7,8.) 

Irrawaddy River.-Reference has already been ma..de to the British Water 
Power Committee's remarks on this catchment. Having seen their figures Mr. 
T. Hare, Executive Engineer, Public Works Department, drew up a scheme for 
h~'nessing the river at the defile by damming it below Sinbu. He proposed to. 
-aivert the river by a channel to the east, via the Nainsang and Mole River~. 
a distance of 45 miles. The scheme would be both expensive and difficult to 
construct, with this diversion, a large Hooded area with the submergence of 
many villages, new roads required, etc. The Hoods rise 60 to 90 feet in the defile 
so that it is improbable that with any reasonable daroa head of more than 50 
feet could be obtained. The minimum di~charge is not known. Above 1I1yiti-

M~ 
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kina there is doubtless great power available, at a cost which is likely to be 
prohibitive • 

. K:aingggi, Ye Ta Gon in the Tawnglet circle of Monglong sub-State 
Hsipaw has been mentioned. (Map 93, B, 7) ,,' ' 

Kaladan Eifler.-Akyab. ·'I'he upper reaches stated to have possibilities. 
The catchment area is over 3,000 square miles at K aladan, where the Mi eomes 
in, but the elevation there is unknown. Rainfall 100 inches, 97 per cent. falling 

,in 8 months. (Map 84 B. C, and G. unsurveyed.) 
Kalonta Gorge.-See Tavoy. 
Kelaung Eifler.-Mandalaydistrict. ~aid to be worth reconnaissance near 

Wetwun. 
. K,il' Chaung Eiver, tributa~ of Shweli, near Mogok. Above the junc-

tIOn WIth BernardMyo (q. v.) thIS has a good catchment of about 1,200 square 
mileR, including the Bernard Myo and Kon wet, and a !rOod perennial dis
eharge, with seve,ral places said to have a good drop also. Below the junction 
there is also a likely site. Where the Kin Chaung crosses the road the R. L. is 
'about 500 feet whereas 3 miles further up it appears to be about 1,100 feet: 
:Rainfall about 100 inches, 96 per cent. falling between lIay and November. 
{Map 93 B. 5~) , 

Eo'meet Eifler (near Mogok) is believed to have a perennial How of 20 
eusecs and 1\ drop of 2,000 feet in a few miles. From the map the site appears 
good, but the catchment is- not known. If the streams at Mongmit make it up 
it is about 400 square miles, but this has already been included (rightly or 
wrongly) in the Kin Chaung. The river joins the M uik, (?) a tributary of the 
Shweli. P)."obably good for 3,000 e.h.p. Rainfall about 100 inches, of which 
'96 percent. falls between May and November. (Map 93 A. near square 12.) 

Kun Chaung, Toungoo. Said to have possibilities. Its tributary, the Sinma
Kadin has fa1!swhich are believed to be promising. 

X!Jali kp!Ju Chaung.-See Tavoy. 
Laimaw Eifler.-Or Balu Chaung enters Imle Lake near Indemze and is 

'Said to have a good discharge and many' rapids about 7 to 10 miles from the 
-south-west end of the L!l.ke. Considered capable of 2,000 e.h.p. Rainfall 40 
to 50 inches 'of which 97 per cent. falls b,etween April and November. The 
·catchmentarea appears to be about 370 square miles IIp to the valley, 
'but the Atlas sheets show some of the streams apparently Howing both ways! 
For this reason many of the catchment~ may have been wrongly estimated. They 
ean be checked by larger scale maps later on. (Map 93 D. 14,15.) 

Lampar Eiver.-Said to be perennial with a large fall. 
Lenge ·Ohaung, Meiktila, Div. Minimum discharge at Pweya Se was 2'75 

,cusecs on 29th April 1919. 
Lenya Eiver, below Mergui; said to have power sites. Rainfall about 

160 inches, lasting from April to November, with a catchment at Lenya of some, 
'700 square miles. (Map 96 I 15, 16.) 

Madaya Eifler, or Nam Pai, tributary of Irrawaddy. This has a minimum 
{\ischarge in the hot weather of about 400 cusecs near Mandalay. Higher up, 
some io miles, the river is said to have a good slope, so power should be found. 
Near Mogok it is also said to have a good discharC7e and rapid. fall. Rainfall 
oetween zones 40 and 100 inches, practically all falling between May and 
November. The catchment area at Gwe Kyaung is about 1,200 square miles, 
out the altitude there is not known. The minimum discharge in 1919 was 350 
cusecs on the 19th May at the headworks of the Mandalay Canal. (Map 93 B.) 

Maggi Ohaung.-Tributary of Madaya, 45 miles from Mandalay; this and 
other similar streams near had a fair discharge (about 50 cusecs) in March 
and possibly several. could be run together for, a fall. No details. 
Site not identified. Elsewhere the Chaung Magyi is identified with the 

Madaya (g. ,:,-) 'b <- fl' dd Th" 'd to h 'b'li . Man Etver, trl u ... ry 0 rrawa y. IS 18 sal ave some POSSI I ties 
below Ngape but is very little known. It is near the Mon River'8nd has less 
discharge; and may even -dry up at times. A discharge taken ,near Payagyi 
village, 12 miles above Aingma weir, showed 40 cusecs on April 7th 1919. 
A fall may be got by tunnelling through the watershed, it is believed. Very 
unhealthy till January and of doubtful value. - Rainfall 50 inches or more over 
.a catchment at Ngape of about 250 square miles, (Map 84 L Sand 12.) 
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lllanilala.y District (see also Ailisakan River). From the-head works of the 
Mandalay canal the Yetagon waterfall, Howing into the Madaya, can be seen 
some 6 miles !>ff to the N. N. W. ; 40 miles from Mandalay and 35 from Maymyo. 
'There is a drop of 1,700 feet, and lir. Scott, Executive Engineer, found a dis
charge on the 9th March 1919 of H} cusees. The minimum, on 12th May, 
WI\8 Ii eusees. The catchment is only about 8 square miles. 1teservoir 1108-
sibilities are poor, as the limestone is very fissured, but a site north of Yonbin 
-village might =y 100 million cubic feet. The site appears good for 2,000 
·-B.h.p. Rainfall about 40 inches, of which 97 per cent. falls between April 
and November. (Map 93-B 1I, 3, 6, 7.) _ 

lllandalay DiBtrict.-There'iII said to be a perennial stream with a. large fall 
-some 35 miles north enst of the town, not far fl'om Mogok. No details, but 
probably refers 0 Madaya or Magyi Ch. (q. v.). . 

lllalJiplw Ritler, tributary of Myittha. Subject to high Hoods, and has a 
-quick slope, but in very wild OOllntry ani unlikely to offer much steady power, 
though stated to be worth 4,000 e.h.p .. Rainfall 50 to 100 inches, over a 
catchment of some 4,000 square miles, including the oonsiderable Loktak Lake, 
near Imphal. (Map 84 E. &. F., unsurveyed.) 

Mengan Ritler.-This has not been identified, but is said to have a perennial 
discharge and a good fall 20 miles from the Irrawaddy. . 

.Jlmdoh Challrag (or Mil) Bitler.-Tributary of Irrawaddy, Thayetmayo Dis
trict. The upper reaches of this river are stated to be worth examination, and 
good for 2,000 e.h.p. The lower parts are navigable and useless for power. The 
rainfall varies from 40 inches up to 100 near the watershed, of whioh 95 per 
cent. falls between May and November. The catchment area above Mindon is 
about 600 square miles.· Discharges are available from 1893. The .,ztrinimum 
on record is 95 cusees at the Shwebo Canal. (Map'85 I.) 

lllinpalD.-A 30,000 horse power scheme was mentioned, working on a 
. 280 foot fall, but it has not been identified so far. . 

• lllQ1t Bitler.-Tributary of Irrawaddy, said to be perhaps worth prospecting 
118 discharge is generally good (seldom below 500 cusecs) and slope quick in 
. upper reaches. Very little information available, as the region . is inaccessible 
and unhealthy until January, but a possible 6,000 e.h.p. was suggested. From 
Kyion downwards, above the canal headworks, it is believed that excellent 
reservoir sites can be found to carryover the low water period, and from 2,000 
to 10,000 e.h.p. can be obtained. A discharge taken at the end of April 1919; 
gave 279 cusecs above the Dwe junction and on the 5th May 450 cusecs at. the 
canal headworks, Yezali, 40 miles lower down. Regular readings are llken 
here. Some of the tributary streams look favourable on the map, especially one 
which joins near Dwe. This tributary joins the river above Paiksok, and 
carried 48 cusoos at the end of April 1919. The total catchment here is about 
800 square miles. Rainfall in upper reaches 50 to 75 inches. (Yap 84 L 2, 
~7). . 

Monghang Rioer.~outhern Shan States. A 'natural limestone tunnel 
exists here with a fall of several hundred feet. It is about 150 miles south east 
·of Taungyi, a cart road existing as fit.r as Mongnai. River' no~ identified, but 
probably on map 94 I. 

MOlllmein to Pegu.-Tbe hills near the railway are said t9 offer possibili
ties by running thro~h the watershed from reservoirs on the east to the coast 
side. The rock'is good. Rainfall probably over·150 inches, mostly falling in 
lIay to October. Detailed examination Qf maps will be neoossal'Y' (Yap 94 C 
G. H.) 

JIll Bitler.-See lIindon Chaung. 
JIyittka Bitler,-Tributary of Chindwin. Near its junction with' the 

i:hindwin River this (which includes the !Ianipur River) is said to have a 
series of rapids and a large disQharge, but it is of doubtful value except in 
upper reaches. Probably 3,000 e.h.p. could be obtained. The lower reaches. 
'are at times navigable. Rainfall 40 to 75 over very large catcbment (of the 
order of 10,000 square miles), but concentrated into about 6 months (Map 84; I, 
mostly unsurveyed.) -. . 

Mgitllge Bioer.-Tributary of Irrawaddy. There are falls above oTneebaw 
which could be increased, coupled with good perennial flow. This river is said 
·to be .. full of power sites." The discharge in March was about 10,000 cusecs 
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in the reaches near the Malldalay-l\faymyo Road. Some 25 miles fUl·ther up 
tbere is said to be a promising" hair-pin" bend. The floods rise about 30 feet 
and a dam would be most difficult to construct, but.a tunnel aCross the bend 
appears simple. (This is similar to tbe Sutlej Scbeme.) The tl'ibutaries of this 
river are worth gauging and examining, (See Nam Tu, NammaandNam Laung 
below.) The rainfall over the whole catchment of sClme 8,000 square miles at 
the junction of the tributaries named is probably about 40 inches. Minimum 
discharge in 1919 was 6,360 cusecs on 16th May at Kimbet. (Map 93 B and F.) 

Nandaungya Chaung; see Anisakan fails. . . 
Nam Et River.-Tributary of the Nam Laung and the Myitnge. 

60 miles east of ;Kyaukse, said to have 1,000 feet fall and a large discharge. 
By making a dam or tunnel the river, it is said, oou1d be diverted across to the 
Zaivgyi, through a hill, to give some 6,000 e. h. p. Rainfall ab..rlt 40 inches of 
which 94% falls between May and November. The catchment art'a at latitude 

'n° 35', which is probably near the place referred to, is about 1,000 sq. miles. 
(Map 93 C 10, 14 with G 1, 2). 

Nam Kaw, falling into the Salween below NIiHang. (Map 93 J, 11.) 
J!t'amkwe Lake, north of Yamethin. 'There is a project here but no details. 

are known. The Executive Engineer, Meiktila Division, proposes to examine it. 
o 1t'am Lan River.-Northern Shan States. Said to be worth reconnais
sance between N amtu and Mongtung. 

Nam Lau'llg River.-Tributary of Myi'tnge. There is snid to be a 
natural bridge and a 15-foot drop ab9ut 12 miles above the junction with the 
Nam Tu, but the prospects of power do not seem good. The Nam Et flows in 
above this (q. v.). Rainfall about 40 inches. The catchment at the junction 
mention\d is however about 3,000 sq. miles. (Map 93 F 4aml 8). 

Namma River.-This joins the Namtu (q. v.) below ManEan Falls, and 
some 12 miles from the junction there is said to be a site with a' fall of 200 feet 
and a minimum flow of about 600 cusecs, equivalent to 11,000 e. h. p. There 
is also a possibility of making a large reservoir a little distance above the 
natural bridge that givoes the drop in this river. The rock however is limestone 
and may be fissured. A further site 20 .miles due west of Hsipaw was 
mentioned. Coal (poor quality) is found near this !,'iver and there is also .. 
iron ore. Rainfall probably 40 inches. The catchment area at N amma is 
about 400 sq. miles. (Map 93 F 10 and 14 and J 2.) The Nam Ha'll"m or 
Namhsawn tributary on map 93 J, 5, above the junction 'll"ith the Namma, is 
als~entioned. . : 

N(lmpai River.~See Madaya River._ 
Namjiarga River.-(Tributary of Chindwin River). Said to have a fair 

discharge with quick slopes. The rock is largely sandstone with some shale. 
Not identified but stated to be good for 2,000 e. h. p. '. o. 

_ Nam Pawn River.-Tributary of Salween. Navigable up to latitude 19°, 
but has a large perennial discharge and probably has rapids in upper reaches. 
There are falls. between Hsataung and Karenni, but n..ot of great height. 
Rainfall 40 to Winches.' The catchment area above latitnde 20° is some 
1,600 sq. miles. (Map 93 G. I;l.} 0 

Nam' Tano (or Tellg) River.-This is a tributary of the Salween and 
70 miles east or north-east of Taungyi it is said to have large falls at about 97 0 

45' by 20° 20' to 200 {\5'. There is a "good discharge" and the road from 
Taungyi passes near by. Rainfall 40 to 50 inches of which 97% falls between 
April and November. The catchment area above latitude 20° is about 2,500 sq. 
miles. (Map 93 H 11, 15). 

Nam T~lI River.-Tributary of Salween. Said to have good discharge and 
highfalls. No details. Site not identified. Possibly the Nam Tang (q. v.). 

lI'am Tu River.-Tributary of Myitngye. Already being developed at the 
Man San Falls (see Table 4). There are many rapids all along this river, which 

o has a . large perennial discharge, but it is _nlikely that any other equally 
favourable site exists. Immediately below Nam Tu the low water discharge is 
estimated as 15,000 cusecs and a fair head mav be obtainable. There is also a 
possible site 12 or 15 miles above the railway bridge over the river, accessible 
from Hsipaw. Near Hsipaw where the Nampu (P) Chaung joins the 
Namtuthere are said to be good possibilities lind power may be wanted. 
At Makyeng some 8t miles abo:ve Namtu town; it is said that 1,500 h. p. can. 
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be developed, but the falls are mostly small and would be expensive to combine •. 
Rainfall about 40 inches with a catchment area, at the junction with the 
Namtu, of about 5,000 sq. miles •. (Map 93 B, E and F). 

Nyaufl{Jho Stream.-Thaledan ~'orest Reserve. Said-to have possibilities 
28 miles from Padaung or 40 from the Irrawaddy west bank, opposite Prome. 
Discharge not great m ... the hot weather, but a drop of 1,000 feet or more 
available • 

. Pang River.-Tributary of Salween, Southern Shan. States. In about 
6 miles, at a point 2 miles south of the Taungyi-Kengtung road, there is a fall 
of some 600 feet in a series of cascades. The stream is of considerable volume. 
(Map 93 R). •• 

Panlaung River.-Tributary of Myitnge, above Myittha, Kyaukse, is 
-said to be well worth prospecting. as there. is a natural reservoir site of some 
5 acres extent; the rock however is mostly limestone, and fissured. Discharges 
-of 400 cusees and a 900-foot fall were mentioned. PositioD. not identified, but 
probably good for 5,000 e. h. p. or more. It is believed to have been surveyed 
.already either by O:overnment or the Burma Railways, Limited. The catch
ment cannot be traced on the AUas sheets, but includes that of the Zawgyi 
(q. v.) and is probably over 4,000 sq .. miles at Kyaukse. Rainfall 30 to 40 
inches. Discharges have been taken from 1909 onwards. The average flow 
between December and May varied fairly evenly between 1,100 and 400 cusecs. 
A flow of 500 cusecs can generally be depended lipon. (Map 93 C). 

Panlang River.-·Tributary of" Sittang; also said to be worth examination. 
It is apparently near the previous entr1, but the S1\e - has. not been identified 
as yet. (Map 93 C P ). 

Papun-Dagwin ,·oad.-Near Yedagoh bill stream has a discharge of 
about 20 cusecs in February, and may have a site giving 1,000 feet head. 

Pathech(Jung Riv/lr.-Near Toungoo. May havc a litUe powor, suffioient 
for local needs (200 e. h. p. P) But there are. no reservoir sites and dry 
weather discharge is small. The river however is oonstanUy mentioned as -
worth investigation. Thandaung beyond here has a rainfall of 200 to 250 
inches, between May and November, but practically none in other months, 

.. and the catchment is quite small. (Map 94 A 12). 
Paungdaw O"afmo . .,... See Tavoy . 

. PO!lagale Oh.· Pogu Division. Minimum discharge at mile .12-6 was f 
,cusec on 31'd April 1919. 

Pin River.-Tributary of Irrawaddy, flowing from Popa Mount, an old 
and isolatlti volcano (4,980 feet) seen from the Irrawaddy from Pakokko to 
Yenangyaung. The catchment area at Magyigon is about 40 sq. miles only; 
.elevation here unknown. There are numerous springs on the hill side which 
it is believed oould be collected to give a good discharge at a fair altitude above 
the flat plain.. Rainfall 30 to &0 inches of which 96% falls between May and 
November. (Map 8404, 8 ; P 2, 6). 

Pinkan River.-This is perhaps the same as the Pin; it has "a perennial 
.discharge and a good fall 20 miles by cart from the Irrawaddy." 

Pyu River.-Toungoo. Said to have possibilities. 
Pyinpoogyi Ok. Pegu Division. Minimum discharge 0'6 cusec OD 3rd April 

1!)19, at mile 18-4. 
Salin River.-Tributary of Irrawaddy. This is said to be of no use except 

for the trihutary which runs from Kodakham towards Laungshe, which is worth 
reconnaissance. There is no definite information, but it is stated to be worth 
1,000 e. h. p. Mount Victoria (10,085 feet) appears to feed this and the 
rainfall is in the 50 to 100 inches zones. The catohment area of the tributary 
in question is about 400 sq. miles_ A discharge taken in the main stream near 
Minyin village, 20 miles above the headworks of the Myaungmadaw Canal, in 
the dry season of 1919, showed 4 cusees only, with an additional f cnsee from 
the Mwe. (Map 84 K 4 and L 5). 

Saingdin Ol·eek.-Akyab District. There is a mainfall of 47 feet and 
others making up 66 feet below Buthidaung and 8 miles from the Mayu River, 
all in a length of 1,000 feet. lYlinimum discharge about 1,000 cusees and 
maximum 100,000. 

Salween Ril1er.-The Hatgyi Rapids about 100 miles south east of Taungyi 
and 100 miles north of Moulmein, some 40 miles above entry of the Yunzaliu 
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River, and below the mouth of the Thaungin: R., are believed to be capable of 
great development; the possibility of locking the river and making it navigable· 
for boats for several hundred miles further up was also raised. A fall of 70 to 
300 feet is believed to be obtainable (reports are conflicting). and the minimum 
discharge is stated to be over 1,000 cusecs. Another report says there is a triple 
fall of 20 feet. in 300 feet length, with a discharge generally pf a million cusecs. 
-presumably this is in the rainl!. The flood waters however rise about 90 feet. 
Lime is obtainable. There is a cart road to Mongnai, and pack transport must 
be employed beyond. May be considered worth at least 6,000 e. h. !?, but 
would be very expensive to develop. The catchment area is enormous and 
covers the whole gamut of rainfall; and there are said to be more many rapids 
higher up. Above the mouth of the Y unzalin there are said to be many sites, 
especially 8 or 10 miles above Kammanaung. which is accessible by boat and 
elephant. Here a canal a few miles long, which the banks would allow to be 
constructed, would give a moderate head. (Map 94 G, square not known, but 
probably unsurveyed). ' 

Sawchaung.-Yaw dist. The gorge 4 miles above Saw and 75 miles from 
Seikpyu can, it is said, be dammed to a height of 80 or 100 feet. 'l'here is a 
good flow in the dry weather. ' .. 

Shweli Biver.-Tributaryof Irrawaddy. Said to have a discharge of 4,000 
cusecs in April, with a drop ¥. 1,000 feet in 5 miles, (highest fall at one spot 
34 feet) 20 miles below t~ large swamp or lake near Selan (R. L. 2,400 feet). 
The lake land is too richly cultivated and valuable to be dammed. There is. 
granite rock in the district, and a good reservoir site exists higher up the river. 
May be worth from 300,000 e.h.p. upwards. Rainfall 50 to 60 inches, over a 

..;.catchment at this place of 2,500 or more sq. miles. (Map 93 E 6,9 and 13.) 
The upper reaches below Namkhan and the Kyanktake rapids are also 

mentioned as well at the Nam Chit falls on a tributary, said to be 300 feet 
high. 

Sin 130 Sin Ma faUa ; See Tavoy. 
Sittang River.-'-There is said to be a good power site on the head waters (?) 

of this river north of Pyinmana near Yezin village and near Taungnyo. 
Further north, 20 miles due east of Yamethin, there is said to be a fall of about 
1,200 feet, with a minimum discharge of ahout 50 eusecs, which can be supple
mented by storage with considerable bunds. The possibility of tuunelling 
through to another catchment was mentioned at this site, in which case the 
water would be useful for irrigation. The formation is limestonl\f but high 
mud banks have been used mccessfully for storage in olden days. The site is 
probably worth 5,000 e. h. p. Rainfall 40 to 50 inches nearly all between May
and November. Catchment area not determinable from Atlas sheets. (Map 
9,1, A 1, 5; 93 D 3, 4). .. 

The tributaries of this river on R. bank are also said to be worth exami
nation, having good perennial discharges up to 100 eusecs in some cases. (Same 
maps). 

Tabak Eta River.-Where the Lwema joins this stream, 2 miles east of 
Namlang, there is a rocky gorge with a drop of about 150 feet, a good perennial 
discharge, and a possible reservoir site. Rainfall and catchment area not known. 
(Map 92 G 12 ?). • 

Talaingya Ohaung; see Tavoy. 
Tandm Falls.-N orth Arakan. There is an ample discharge, used for 

timber flotation, and a fall of 60 feet. The passing down of the timber is not a 
matter of difficulty, and the river is believed well worth examination. 

"Taping Iliv/!1' .-This joins the 1\ am Ti which l'UDS into the left bank of 
Irrawaddy near Bhamo. About 31 miles up the river from the junction, near' 
the road suspension bridge, where the catchment area is about 450 or 50!} 
sq. miles, there is believed to be a cold weather discharge of 500 cusecs (mini
mum not known) and a drop of 500 feet in 5 miles. The site is worth examina
tion, and may be worth 10,000 e. h. p. or more .. The Tunhong Gorge beyond 
Kalechet has also been mentioned. Rainfall not known. (Map 92 H 11, 14; 
latter unsurveyed). 

Taungdwin" Ohaung.-Mingin. Myittha Division. This is stated to be worth 
reconnaissance, though some~hat remote. Site not identified. 
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Tavoy Distl'ict.-Onepower site has been develQped, see Table 2. It is 
believed phat many more, including good reservoir sites, are to be found; but 
the country has been little prospected for power. Rainfall 150 to 200 inches of 
which 96 % falls between May and October. Mr. Raikes reports that gaugings 
will be taken in the following; • 

- ---- ". 
--Paw:igdaw Chaung, which has -a fall of 600 feet at one point. 

Ban Chaung (130 cusecs, 29th March 1919.) . 
Kalonta gorge (19 cuseos, 19th April 1919). 
Kyankpyu CI~ung falls. 
Sin Bo Sin lf1i. falls. • 
Talaing-Ya Chaung. 

No falls' have been determined as yet, but the first on the list is said to be 
the most favourable. (Maps 95 J & K). __ . 

Teng ~iver.-Southern SII(/I/1 States. (Nam Teng P). Near the Pang (q. 
v.). This feeder 'of the Salween is said to have a large volume and a fall of 365 
feet some 2 marohes from the Tang falls (Map 93 H P). 

Thauk!legat River. Tributary of Sittang, 11 miles from Toungoo. 'l'his 
river has a very large catchment area and before entering the plains is said to 
have. a large discharge, while falls of about 250 feet in 7 miles can be obtained 
near here, where the catehment area is over 400 sq. miles; It probably falls 
very low- in the driest seasons. On the nOl·thern or main branoh' a fail' reservoir 
appears possible, holding perhaps 1,000 million cubic feet, from which' a short 
channel'would run to the power station. The I'un-off is said to be fair but not 

.high. Most of the smaller streams have a trickle of water and there are many 
springs. 'l'he southern branoh. is not likely to be of use unless. its discharge 
can beled round by a channel into the northern branch near the junotion. The 
latter appears good for 6,00Q to 12,000 e.h.p. from information received, but 
further examination is required. Rainfall between 75 and 100 inches, ?f which 
96 'f, falls between May and Ootober. (Map 94 A 11, 12, 16; B 9,1,3)1 

. T01WO River.-Mandalay. 'Attention has been called to the upper reaches 
of this stream. . _, 

Ye River.-near Pagti (980 X 150 20') has about 150 to 200 inches of 
rain in the elevated oatchment of over 400 sq. miles. (Map 95 I 3, 4). 

Yezin Ok:, Meiktila Divisi9n. Minimum discharge 3'3 cusecs neal' Yezin On 
28th April 1919. .-

Yetagon Falls.-See Mandalay. 
Yunzalin River.-This is said to have a rapid fall of over 3,000 feet to 

near Papun, but is very inaccessible. ;Where the road fromPapun to Kawluck 
leaves the river the discharge is said to be about 10,000 cusecs and there is a 

I fall of ],000 -feet in 3 or 4 miles. This site is accessible by--elephant from 
Papim and appears very promising. There are others lower down also. 

Zamayi River.-Pegu District~ There is a waterfall in forest oompartment 
91 and the river is believed worth prospecting. 

Zami River, rurining to" Moulmein.The highel' reaohes are said to merit 
investigation as power may be required for pulping work, already proposed 
there. (Site not identified). . 

_ Zawgyi River.-TributarY-Of Panlaung and Myitnge. There is a small 
waterfall of about 10 feet some 4 miles north-east' of Lawk .Sawk, showing a 
good discharge in April, which is fairly. maintained. - There are said to he 
many_other falls, but little ill known. A possible site was also mentioned near 
Myitson, about 20 miles from Kyaukse. From the hills to the plains there 
is a fall of some 4,000 feet in 20 miles. The water of this river -is said to be 
exceptionally fine for orops. Rainfall: probably between 30 and 40 inches. 
'l'he catchment above Kyaukse is about 2,500 sq. miles. Gaugings have been 
taken by the Irrigation Department from 1900 onwards,_but until 1909 the low 
readings were unreliable. From 1910 to 1918 the average flow between 
December and April varied between 515 and 2,200 cusecs with a'mea.u of about 
900. .Very heavy floods have occasionally occurred. The drop of the bed is 
generally said to be quite gradual. (Map 93 C 15,16). . 

Zingyaik RiI'Jer.-Thaton district. The river is dry for many months, but 
the waterfall is believed to be worth investigabion in case there are reservoir 
sites above. This is a mining and also a salt district; and power is wanted. 

~ . v 
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List of Sit~s in the Central Provinces and Berar, 

A;'an River.-At Ma.sni, in Magrul Taluk, there is said to be a good site for 
impounding 5,000 million cubic feet of water with a 90-foot bund 2,600 feet 
long, having 330 sq. miles of catchment. The submerged land is forest 
waste land mostly. 1.'here is " a good site for utilizing the water with a hi"'h 
fall," which-is very indefinite as the layered map shows that the whole district 
indicated lies between 1/)00 and 1,500 feet, so that not more than a 200 foot 
faU (low medium) is likely. The catchment area at Sallgri. probably below 
the site referred to, is about 300 sq. miles. Investigation is required. 'Rain
fall 30 to a5 inches, mostly concentrated in 5 months, and 85 % between June 
and September. '(Map 55 H 7,11). 

Baihar Plateau, Ba7aghat.-A reconnaissance was made in the hot weather 
of 1919 and none of the streams had more than a trickle, though villagers 
stated that the flow continued through the cold weather. Some of the streams 
appear in the list. . . . 
: Ban River.-1.'ributary of Purna, near Wari on the border of the Jalga
on and Akot Taluks. This flows from the Gawilgarh 'hills, Satpura TaDge, 
and is said to have a vertical fall of 60 to 70 feet which can be increased. 
The catchment area is 130 sq. miles, to the west of Narnalla. ,The stream is 
" practically" perennial and reservoir· sitBil· are said to exist. The rainfall, 
averaging about 30 inches, is said to be g .. ood in these hills eve. n in a year when' 
the monsoon fa,ils in the plains- below, but it falls to the extent of about 90 % 
in the 5 months June to October, and 85:% in June to September, so very large 
.storage would be required eJlpecially with a view to the necessary carry-over 
for bad years. '(Map 55 C 12,16.) 

J1earma River.-Tributary of Ken. A favourable reservoir site with a 
catchment area. of 4.,126 sq..miles is. reported at Khumergar, Damoh, below 
the junction with the Sunai (Sonar?) where a flood discharge of 235,000 
cusecs has been recorded. The site has not been identified at present. Rain
fall about ,1,5 inches, of which 43 inches fall in the monsoon between June 
and September. (Map 55 M.) . ~ . 

J:Jina River.-Near·Rahatgarh (Saugor). Tlie catchment area is 500 sq. 
miles and the slope' is said to be fairly rapid t about 50 feet a mile (P). Reser
voir sites have been located above and below here, and are worth investigation. 
Rainfall about 40 inches, of which 93 % falls between JUl!e and September. 
Estimated by Mr. Batchelor to be worth some 5,OOOe.h.p. or more at each of 
two sites; but this requires further examination. (Map 55 I 5;6). 

Ohandra Bha.ga.-<;llose to the Sarpin (q. v.) and the same remarks apply. 
(Map 55 G 7,11.) .. \ 

Ohargad River.-Tributary of Wardha . ...-A large reservoir could, it is 
said, be constructed at Udkheir, 9 miles south-west of Morsi, with a catchment 
area of about 80 sq. miles. Rainfall 35 to 40 inches, nearly all in June to 
September. ·No information as to falls. (Map 55 G 15,16). 

Ohikalda Plateau.-(Melghat). Mr. Batchelor believes that some 2,000 
e. h. p. can be obtained here from a reservoir commanding 8 head of 1,800-
feet. The site should be'examiIied further. Catchment not specified. Rain
fall 35 to 60 inches; mean at Chikalda itself 67 'inches of which 60 inches 
fall between'June and September. (Map 55 G 7.) 

. Ohornai lti,ver. - Uprora (Bila.spur). There is said to be 8 reservoir site , 
with a catchment of 150 sq. mile., and some perennial flow, and a fall o~ 100-
feet is indicated. Estimated by Mr. Batchelor to be worth 8,000 e. h. p. but 

. has not been examined as yet. Rainfall 60 inches, of which 82 % falls between 
June and September.-. ("Uap 64 J 10,) 

. Dm'e&asa Watel:fall.-Gondia Tehsil. Situated in hilly country near !;.he 
station of that name on the-main line of the Bengal Nagpur Railway .• It 
dries up by the end of the cold weather. so will be useless unless storage can be 
found. (Map 64 C 11 or ] 2). 
_ Deo .River.-Balaghat. district. This rises on the Baihar plateau and flows 
into the Waingunga, and is said to be worth investigation abore Bhanpur. 

• •• 
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where the catchment' is' 120 sq. miles or more. Being near the Nahru'a and 
Uskal rivers the colUliti()ns are likely to be s'imilar. (Map 64 C 5,6,9., . 

. Erai River.-Tributary of Wardha, 12 miles north of Chanda. Reservoir 
sites are illdicated, wil(h.out details.- The area does not look particu lnrly promis
ing, though the catchment is about 300 sq. miles, and the rainfall 40.to 50 
inches between June and September. There is a known fall of 20 feet on the 
Mul hills. (Map 55 P. 4, 8.)--

IV ,Ghiaari River.-· Near Dhansura, is stated to have a waterfall of several 
hundred feet, though the stream dwindles down to a few cusecs in the hot 
weather. Reservoir sites may ~lO.wever \;Ie found. (Site not identified). 

Hasdo River,-_where it leaves the hills above Chhuri and Korba. Reser-. 
voir sites suggested; no details, but there is apparently a rapid 'fall-where tbe 
plains are entered. The cat!)hment area is about 2,800 sq. miles at Garaghat, 
where the 1,000 foot contour crosses, and the rainfan averages 60 inches o( 
~hich 80 % falls between June and September. (Map 64 J 9, 10.) 

Ind/'awati River.-Chat.isgarh State. .There is a waterfall of 90 to 100 
feet at Chitrakot, and the flow: is always substantial. In May 1906.760 cusecs' 
were gauged. The rainfall. over t1,J.e large catchment of about 4,500 sq. 
miles at the falls is 60 to 75 inches, mostly falling between June 'and Septem
ber. . On the 29th May, J919, the discharge">vas 443 cuseCS, There is a possi
bility of constructing a very large l'eservoir immediately up stream of the fall, 
where the country is very flat. Reconnaissance indicated that this might carry 
50,000 million cubic feet with a dam of reasonable cost, but the land acquisition 
would be expensive as much of the area is cultivated. The site appears worth 
4,000 e.h.p. without storage and perhaps 12.000 to 15,000 e.h,p. if the storage 
tUrns out feasible.to the-extent nruned. It is worth ~ll inv~igation. (Map 
65 E 12,16.) .. . 

Kanhan Rivet·.-An irrigation scheme was preparedjnvolving a reservoir, 
on this river (which the Pencp. joins higher up) a few miles north of Nagpur, 
but. it.fell through. The site may be worth reconside1'ation for power pUl'poses 
in combination with irrigation from the tail waters. Nodetails are at present 
known, except that the site is near the.,..junclion with the Waingunga, a.bove 
the village of Ambhora, and 8 miles south of Bhandara, where any large faU 
is unlikely. Rainfall over catchment 35 to 40 inches between.....June and 
Septemb&.... (Map 550 12.) The catchment at the 2,000 foot· contour is ' 
178 sq. miles, increased, before the junctio.n with the Pench~ about 1,200 
sq. miles. Four other points on this river between Khapa and. "mil. a~ve were 
also referred to. (Map 55 K 16 ; 0 3,8). - ............ 

Ma1.q River.-Tributary of Wardha. It is stated that reservoirs (of.. unspeci
fied size) can be constructed north of Destara, Morsi Taluq, having a catchment 
of 204 sq. miles, but no information is given as to falls. Site not identified
but probably on map 55 G.11j.. Rainfall about 35 inches, mostly in Jllne to _ 
September. . . 

Melghat ..Ifrea.-'-The possibilities are said to be promising in the Melghat 
area, where there woul€t be a demand for power from the Tapti and Sipri Riv~rs 
and smaller streams mentioned in this list. The. rainfall.,... is from 35 to 40 
inches up to 60 on the Gawilgarh Hills near Chikalda (q. v,), wb.ich fall rapidly 
from· over 3,000 feet to about 1,500 feet. The'McKenzie falls are said to be 
several hundred feet nigh with a perennial flow; but the site has ilOt been 
identified. . 

Mhas !liver.-A site is named between Waigaon and Hingna, Nelgaon,' 
Buldruta, for a small tank of 10 million' cubic feet, which is unlikely to be 
of much use over 9 dry months. It is stated however that the MuD. and Pani-. 
gunga rivers could also be diverted into this r~servoir, thus increasing the 
catchment from 90 to 450 miles, with a rainfall pf about 30 inches concentrated 
in Ii months, and almost. in 3 months. ,The patter streams are "practically 
perennial:" (Map 55 D, square not identified yet). 

Moga !liver. 12 miles north-east of Ellichpur. It is stated that a reser· 
'Voir draining 88 square miles may be constructed north of Pala, with "a num
ber of falls higher up." This reservoir is presumably intended tO,impound the 
tail waters, as it is useless for power; but without storage ther\) will probably 
be a dry bed for many months. (Map 55-G 11). . 

',-- lIi 



. . Mwngari (?) nOl·th-west of BQaspur.· Information was received of an 
abandoned irrigation'reservoir scheme here, which it was stated might be wolih 
examination for power purposes. (Map 640-J 7 ?) . 

.iJ11f1'na or .iJ1 Mila River. At Shaikla, 16 miles south of Akola,--& reservoir 
of 80 square miles can, it is said, be constructed by a bund one mile long and, 
70 feet high. Whether a rainfall averaging about 30 inches over a catchment 
area of about no square miles (taken from the millionth map only) will fill 
this reservoir and give nearly 7 months' dry weather supply is a matter for,
further consideration. The river is "practically perennial." (Map. 55.D 15 
and H 3). ~ 
. Nahal'a River.-Balaghat district. This comes down from the Gbat a few 
miles east of Charegaon Station, ending in a considerable waterfall (Jhang 
Gogra fall). A reservoir site was found near the village of Sale, but the 4 inch 
Forest maps may serve to locate others, hs the upper reaches are not well" 
knllw~. With a 5 mile cbannel from the site mentioned a fall of some 500 feet 
would be obtainable. The catchment area is about 120 square miles there and 

,the average yield about 12,000 million cubic feet. Rainfall 60 inches, mostly 
in June to September. The site, allowing for a large carry-over for.bad years, 

• is reckoned worth some 9,000 e. h. p. (Map 64-B 4, 8 and C 1). 
Nawegao!!.. Xalllc.=This is situated in a ~asin surrounded by hills in Sakoli 

Tehsil, Bhandara District, with a catchment of 23 square miles, and a water 
spread of 5 square miles. In June 1919 the discharge was about 5 cusecs. It 
is not known what fall is available. The site 'is a mile from Dewalgaon on the 

. Gondia-Nagbhir branch of the Bengal Nagpur Railway. (Map 64 D 1) . 
. Nerbudda Riv(!'r.-Discharges have been taken during the dry season of 

1919, but have not come to hand as Yet.' The river is known to have possibilities 
. but they have been little examined-except at the falls at Marble Rocks near 
Jubbulpore; and no details of this scheme have come in. It was proposed 
however to manufactiure· cyanamide. (Map 55 M 16). 

Ibid.-The Dharighatfall.in Nimar District has also been put forward. The 
actual fall is 50 feet, but it can probably be increased to 100 feet or more, and the 
flow is " large". This site is in dense forest, 24 miles by road from Bir station 
on the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. The rock is hard Vindyan sandstone; 
~~55B7). ' 

lbid.-'l'he Baroda Darbar also calls attention to the Khodiar Mati falls 
on the N'erbudda in Dhari Talnka, which may be the same as above: also to the 
Mokhadi falls, which have not been identified. 

Pench Rif{I!1'.-A definite ~it'e ,is indicated near Bhiwagarh, 22 miles 
directly north of Nagpur, where the catchment is about 1,700 square 
miles. Other sites at'e indicated on the river, which requires further examina
tion. The catchment srea it! 527 square miles where the 2,000 foot contour is 
met. 'fhe discharge between Seoni and Chhindlmra was practically nil in 
M;ay 11)19. (Map 55 0; I, 2, 8, 4, 5, 8). . 

Mr. Batchelor's Silewani Ghat scheme also brings in this river. 
Pengallga RilJer.-There is a fall on this perennial :r:iver, which forms the 

boundary between Yeotmal Di!!trict and Hyderabad, known locally as the Susar 
Kund. N.o details are available. The site has not been identified, but is on 
Map 56, E or I. 

Puma River.-The i'emarks 'On the Moga Rive1'apply here. The falls are 
above the reservoir. . " 

Sarpin River.-At Wajari B miles north of Ellichpur, Amraoti. A fall of 
2.000 feet is said to exist in 10 miles; the catchment area however is given as 
44 square miles only, and" with impounding reservoirs along the course of the 
stream very cheap energy can;be obtained." The conditions appear to be the 
\'ery reverse, but tbe site should be examined. Rainfall about 35 inches, 
mostly falling in 4 months. (Map 55 G 7, 11). ' 

8hah1mr River.-West of Ellichpur (Amraoti) .. A reservoir site isindicat
ed by Mr. Batchelor between 'rekra and Ambaparti, with a catchment of 12 
square miles and a possible fall of 600 feet. A further site-between Raipur and 
Moragarh has been mentioned. Rainfall about 35 inches, mostly between June· 
and September. (Map 55·G 7 and 8). 

Silewa/!i Ghat. Mr. E. Batchelor, I.C.S., prepared and published a number 
of ~. paper" schemes - such as indeed are 'most of those in this section of the 
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present Repodr--Jealing with the Chhindwara artf. There is, Sn the pamphlets 
issued, a great voluml;l of assumption and no very clear description of the 
schemes themselves but at the same time itttention h1l.s been drawn to an area 
which is well worth technical investigation. Mr. Batchelor's estimate oE an 
available 70,000 kW or say 94,000 e.h,p. must be taken with great reserve. 
One site of those mentioned .was visited by Mr. Barlow who recOl'ded his 
opinion, as follows :- . 

" The propos/tls for U ml'a N' ala tanks are wrong; the catchment area is too 
small. llun·off will be poor, rainfall is. not high, arell! :flooded is A 1 land but 
probably cheap and the line of' the 'canal from the rese~voir to the edge of the'
ghat runs through undulating.. t:ountry where rock is riear the surface. The· 
site is certainly near the ghat, and the drop in the ghat is good; but it is not 
sudden and Ii. long pipe would be necessary. The Nala is joined by another 
larger Nala a little way on the far side of the pacca road and the Ra~lway, and 
a proper reconnaissance is required to find a suitable storage site near the 
Ghats, with iii good drop. Nagpur already requires 5,000 h. p. and this will 
increase if power can be provided cheaply. The project (i.e. the whole series 
of projects) is therefore one of the first that should he investigated. ''U Again, 
l\ir. Barlow notes" His ideas are good but his figures are unreliable and useless. 
Some of his proposals are undoubtedly worth further .consideration, but no 

. reliance must be placed on his . details. ", Examination of the maps of the 
distrjct shows that possible reservoir sites certainly exist; the question of their 
employment and eost should be further exam'fued:' " 

Brie:fly the following is an outlin6 of the, chain of projects, which can 
only with difficulty be traced from the\pr1nted account. The main .power 

_station, one -mile North of Khapa, tXevation 1,200 feet, on the Kanhan River 
(Map 55 K 13, S, W. comer), is to bllupplied by a long pipe line' down the 
Ghat from Silewani Tola at 2,150 'feet. The system is to be fed by a canal· 

. from a service l'eservoir, on the Umra Nala, estimated' to have a draw-off 
eapacity of 600 million cubic feet, of which the dam is to be one mile North
East of Mau. A second dam immediately above this, up to tb,e2,200 feet 
contour, and an Upper Umra Nala reservoir one mile North-East of Palakher 
feed this. Yet another dam for the Chin Naia reservoh',is placed one mile 
West;.-o1' Umaria Dalel running up to the 2,200 feet contour, to feed the service 
reservoir by a canal. On the head of 950 feet gross Mr. Batchelor estimated' 
this group to be capable of giying 1,400 e. h.Jl, at thehfgh cost Qf Rs. 1,500' 

'Per e. h. p. (say Rs. 2,000 per k./ w.), on his asstlroption of a 30 per cent load 
factor. ' 

Further North is the Rohna reservoir site, one mile North of Rohna on 
Map 55 J 16, running up to' 2,2.'50 feet, and estimated to contain 3,000 million 
cubic feet. Mr. Batchelor proposes to canal this water to the Chin Nala 
reservoir, a distance of 16 miles, so after allowing for the slope of the "I!anal; 
a good deal of this water would not be of any use. 

North of this again, a nine mile canal (including a tIiFee mile tunnel) 
'would discharge the waters of the proposed Upper. Pench reservoir via; the 
Kulebehra Nala into the Royna reservoir. The site of the, dam'across the 
Pench River is two miles North of Chhinda, at the top of Map 55 J 16, and 
it is proposed to carry it up to R. L. 2,450 feet. The site is certainly very' 
favourable on the map, and a short dam is estimated by Mr. Batchelor to 
impound 12,000 million cubic feet. Minor power stations are also proposed 
below this lake. 

Further dams are proposed on the' Pench River one mile West of Palatwara 
up to 2,250 feet (Map 55 J 16), and. on the Gunor one mile, North-Easton{, 
Thesagora on the same Map up to 2,350 feet. These, however, though pos8ib1y 
of use for irrigation, would appear to be too low down for feeding the power 
system. 

At :first siglit it would seem that if the Upper Pench site is good, and. if ' 
its waters can be led at any reasonable cost to the edge,pi the Ghat, it would 
,be bet~r ~ cOllcelltr-ate'on th!s and to omit I!'ll the. smaller l'eservoirs except 
the regulatmg-one; and all the mmor power statlOns. , 

If Mr. Batchelor's estimates are at all near the truth, the cost of the 
Upper Pench reservoir and the regulating reservoirs at the Umra Nala, 
together with the necessary canals, would be in the region of 110 lakhS. The 



storage, if correct, would on a 900 feet net head give some 22,500 kilowatt 
years, allowing of a plant of 45,000 kilowatts on a 50 per cent load factor, 
making a cost of some Rs. 250 per kilowatt for the hydraulic works, exclusive 
of ~he pipe line and power house. This, if attainable, would. btl a reasonable 
figure. 
. Son JUver.-North east.of Langi, above Bijagarh: _ Indicated, but withou~ 

details. Reconnaissance required. (Map 64-C 9, 10, 13, 14).· . . 
Tal' River.-Pendra, Bilaspur.. A reservoir site is 'indicated at an elevation 

of about 2,000 feet, with a rapid fall of .700 feet, where this river comes into 
tlfe plains near Marai. The normal rainfall is 50 to 60 inches, concentrated 
into the months of ,.June to September. The catchment area however is very 
small, some 15 square miles, and large carry-over would be required. The site 
may be worth 1,000 e.h.p. or more. (Map 64. F 9, 10, 13, 14). . 

Tapti. River.-This rises in the Aravalli Hills, .which it leaves some 25 
miles east of Burhampur. The catchment area above here is abdut 2,000 sq. 
miles, with a rajp,fan of about 40 inchet and there is a perennial flow. A site 
for adam-has been indicated but is apparently situated where there would be 
little or no further fall. The river at :Betul was found dQ' early in June 1919, 
though, it runs until the beginning of the hot weather. .A possible site for 
storage was found, with a series of drops aggregating 100 feet. . As the area is 
favourable further re~nnaissance is desirable.. (Map 55 C-7, 11, 14, and G 2). 

, Tawa Biver.-Said to. be. worth· investigating where it enters the plains 
at Bagra, near !tarsi, Great -litdi&;). Peninsula Railway. The layered atlas 
sheets indicate that at the junction with: the Denwa tributary ther.e is a narrow 
neclC.between spurs. The rainfall is '50 to 70' inches in the'upper parts of 
the catchment, mostly falling in June to September. (Map 55, F. 14). 

, UnwaNala; see Silewani-GhatBupre (Map 55 K 13). ' 
UskalRiver.-Balaghat District. This is stated to be perennial'and to 

be capable of a fall of 1,000 feet or more, near the village of Udwa, Balaghat 
junction, presumably below the junction with the 'Nahara (q. v.) but not 
so far located on the 1 inch map. The locality has greatly mineral possibi
lij;ies, and power is certainly likely to be wanted in future. It is stated that 

., some 4,000 continuous e. h. p. at least can be got from the site, and by further 
raising the proposed-~dam 17 feet the capacity of the tank can be doubled . 
.A local report on the site exists, and it is still under investigation. The 
catchment area above the junction with the .Na.hara is about 130 sq. miles. 
Rainfall normal about 60 inches during the June to September monsoon. 
(Map 64. B 4, 8). . 

Waingunga River.-Small falls are indicat~d, but,no details of any value 
as yet. Judging from its tributaries the river should be worth further recon-· 
naissance. The catchment area above the 2,000 foot contour is 275 sq. miles; 
at the I,OOO-foot contour it is about 1,800 sq. miles. Rainfall 50 to 60 inches. 
mostly between June and September. See entry under the Kanhan River also. 
(Map 64. B. 3, 4 and C. 1). . 

. Ward"'a River.-Small falls are said to exist near Pulgaon and Mr. 
:Batchelor believes that 1,000 e. lCp. is available. No details are available, but 
the catchment area is over 2,000 miles here. Rainfall 35 to 40 inches, mostly 
between Jup.e and September. (Map 55 L. 5 and 6). 

Canar Falls,' Central Provinces. 
The Chief Engineer, Irrigation Branch, considers that there is good scope for 

utilizing the 'canal falls for pumping to uncommanded arew, especially from the 
Mahanadi canal, where large areas of well drained Mala soils lie out of com
mand; This soiL is particularly suitable for growing leng-stapled cotton, as 
recommended by the Cotton Committee. The canal falls are not likely to be of 
allY use for general purposes as they only run a comparatively small number 
of days in the year. Most of the irrigation is done during the Kharif; rabi 
irrigation is purely subsidiary. There are 62 canal falls, running from 90 to 
120 days. 
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List of Sites in Madra~. 
Aliyar Ri"e,..-Anamalai Hills (q. v.). There is said to be 2,000 feet of 

fall, of which 600 feet could easily be utilized, in this river some 4Q..miles 
from Coimbatore and 16 from Pollachi. The discharge is believed to vary from 
about 800.down to 6 cusecs. Further observations will be made. The catch
ment area is small, but the rainfall varies from 40 to 75 inches over it, well '. 
distributed from'April to November. frobably wo!th 2,000 e. Ii. p. or more. 
"(Map 68 B. 15 and F. 3). . 

Llnamalai RUlI.-Messrs. Siemens are interested. in the Kayanapar!1al 
Falls, Sholujar (Suruli?) River, near Coimbatore. No details are available. 
See also Aliyar River. (Map 58 B. and F.). 
> - --Bhavalii Ri"er.-The falls near Thondai, 13 miles above Metupalliam, 
and 22 miles from Coimbatore are said to be about 50 feet. The catchment above -
them is about 400 sq. miles. The discharge is believed to vary from over 3,000 
down to 40 cusecs. Observations are being made of the dry weather discharge 
in 1919. The rainfall contours probably give too high a precipitation for this'
catchment, but there are no stations in it. It may be anyWhere between 20 
and 75 inches. December to March are dry months. (Map 58 A. 16), 

Ibid.-Malabar District; A fall of 2,500 feet in 3 miles is shown on the 
upper Bhava:ili, 45 miles from Coimbatore' and 21 from Ootacamulld. A 
water level recorder will be installed as gauging cannot be undertaken at this 
out of the·~spot. The catchment area must be very small here, but the 
above distances meet outside the Bhavani catchment altogether. (Map _ 
58 ",. 12). . . 

Oauvery Ri"er.-Apart ft'oiDrthe existing development (see Table 1) there 
have been proposals for utilizing the Goat's Leap Fall, the Mekadatu Falls 
(q. v.), and the Hogenkal Falls (q. v.) .. - The Uoat's Leap Fall is 26 mile~ 
below Sivasamundram, and no details are available. . 

Chalakudi River.-Cochiil.. This has been investigatedoy Mr. Forbes, 
Chief Electrical Engineer, Mysore. He states that the minimum fl.ow is 50 
cusecs and storage of 1,000 million cubic feet is proposed. The site is estimated
to be good for 25,000 e. h. p. on 677 feet head. (Map 58 B. 11). 

. Chandl'a"auki River.-Guntur District. The EttipotlJ.ta waterfall is 
near Macherla, and 16 miles from. Gurzala. No details are known ltnd the 
site has not been identified as yet, but the river is presumably one of those 
flowing into the Kistna from the north. These all appear from the layered 
map to pass through fairly nacrow gorges within 10 miles of the big river, and 
reservoir sites may eKist abov\!. The _ Superintending Engineer is examining-

. the site and will take dry 'WE\ather discharges. Rainfall about 30 inches, of 
which 92% falls between June and November. Catchment area not determined. 
(Map 56 P.). . . 

Oocltin Sta.te.-There are believed to be-possibilities of consideJ:able magni
tude in this State, but no details have been made public. Some· 24,000 e. h. p.' 
can, it is understood, ebe- developed, J:!resumably from the Chalakudi River 
~.~. . . 

Ooonoor and Karfet'i Ri!)ers.-'-When the. Coonoor-Ootacamund section of 
this h!11 railway was being built in 1905, the Electrical.Adviser to the Govern
ment of India drew up a prOject, at the instance of the Railway Board, for its 
electrification. The site chosen for power development was on these two 
rivers, near Runymede, some 3 mnes from Coonoor and 12 from Ootacamund. 
The project was limited to what. was then required, and details -are given in 
Table 4. A far greater head than the 1,000 feet proposed, probably up to 
3,500 feet, could however be obtained. The minimum discharge in 1905 was 
4·3 cusecs for the Coonoor branch and U cusecs for the combined strea.ms, 
Large storage is possible. . Further investilation is proceeding. The Karteri 
River is already employ!'d in its npp-er. leaches for the Government Cordite 
Factory ; see Table 2. The rainfall over the catchment area of some 60 or 70 
sq. miles is partic_ularly well distribnted. It averages about 60 inches, 
catching both the south-west and north-east ~onsoons, and from April to 
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November the monthly averages are reasonably constant. The worst months 
are January to March. but they receive about lO.per cent. of the total in average 
years, or some 2 inches per month. (Map 58 A. 15). 

Gundar TTallell.-Near Kodaikanal. Attention has been drawn' to this 
vaIIey. The catchment area is vel" small, about 8 square miles,' but the 
raInfall of 60 inches is well distributed throughout the whole year; even 
January and February each receive an average of nearly 2 inches. The 
perennial flow is good and a'fall of about 1,000 feet is said to exist. There are 
also said to be good reservoir sites. (Map 58 F. 7, B, 11, 12). . 

Bogenkal Falls.-Cauvery River, Salem and Coimbatore. The utilization 
of these falls (also called Smoking RQ,cks Falls) on the River Cauvery, 66 miles 
above Erode, has long been discussed especially in connection with the Salem 
iron ore district 40 miles distant, where electrical reduction has been contem
plated. Some surrey work has been done at the dam site, where thl'l rock is 
said to be a brittle granite. A head of 46 to 85, feet is available, according to 
whether Metur :reservoir is or is not constructed. The flow of water depends 
on unsettle<l irrigation projects, but is likely to be of the order of 550 cusees 
minimum, so that some 2,500 e. h. p. at least is available at the site. The 
maximum flow is about 250,000 cusecs. The power available would be 
increased to well over 3;500 e. h. p, if certain other projects materialize. The 
cost has been estimated as about Rs. 570 per h. p. installed or Rs. 760 per kW. 
The water rights of the river are somewhat complicated as between Madras 
and Mysore. A survey has been made and cross-sections of the river taken, ' 
above and below the falls. A -site for a low dam is • being investigated: (Map 
57·H. 12 or,58 E. 9). 

KarteriRiver.- See COOIfoorRiver; also table 2 .. Cordite!/tctory." 
- Kolakambe toater fall.-Nilgiris. This is a neighbour of the Karteri River 

and has a drop of about 600 feet, but by means of a short tunnel a fall of 1,000· 
feet could be obtained. . The waters of the K_ri could probably be diverted 
into this stream below the existing power house of the '-Government Cordite 
"actory (table 1). The minimum flow is believed to be about 10 cusees. With 
a short high dam it is believed th!tt 3,000 e. h. p. might be obtained.. (Map 
58 A. 11, 12). , . 

Kundah River.-·A project\ for utilizing this most promising river in the 
Nilgiris, 9 miles from Ootacamund, was sketched out by the Hon'ble Mr. 
Murray, then Chief Engineer,P. W. D., :Madras. It appears well worth further 
investigation. The catchment area at the Kundah bridge is 65 sq. miles and the 
minimum discharge recorded in 1918 was 31 cusees, but by comparison with 
neighbJ)ll1'ing catchment it is'believed that the true minimum in a very dry 
year, such: as· 1914, would be about 20 cusecs; gaugings are proceeding. 
There are two good reservoir sites, one in the main river a mile above the 
junction with the Emerald Valley stream and one in that valley itself, where 
the minimum flow is estimated to be 41 cusecs. This latter site has not been 
fully examined.. The mean rainfall is about 80 inches and is extremely well 

, distributed; a run-off of 60 inches is e~'Inated from known data, giving some 
1,600·million cubic feet available for s orage in, the Kundah river site, with an 
estimated'minjmllm flow of 5'6 cusecs t that point. The site allows some 828 
million cubic feet to be stored with a d of 120 feet. The faU in the neigh
bourhood is about 3,000 feet of which 2 00 feet are in 2 miles, _ but it has not 
been determined whether this could be utilized. The scheme however appears 

'likely to yield some 20,000 e.h.p. or more and is worth thorough investigation. 
The minimum flow in 1917 was aO! cusees and In 1919 24 cusecs; no readin gil 
w~e taken in 1918. (Map 58 A 11, 12.) 

Malabar Distrwt.-Said to have great possibilities. with high rainfall 
and jungle products, such as bamboo for pul,p, which may require power. 
The average rainfall is about 120 inches and is fairly·well distributed over April 
to November, though 70 per cent. of the total fall occurs during the 3 months 
June to August. 

Machkand or Sile,'u River.-This appears from the Atlas sheets and the 
t inch maps to have great possibilities if'levels are favourable, but practically 
none are given. A faU of 540 feet with It discharge of 104 cusecs in the driest 
part of May, 1919, has since been reported. The site has not been identified. 
but is on Map 65 J. 
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Mekadatu Rapids. Cauvery River.-These are 28 miles above Hogenkal 
falls (q.v.) and 21 miles below Sivasamundram (see Table I, Cauvery falls). The 
distance to Salem is 67 miles. The flow is the same as that at Hogenkal falls 
and the drop is 175 feet. The fronticr between British and Mysorean territory 
runs down the centrc of the river, and negotiations are. proceedinghetweel1 
Madras and Mysore as to the utilization of the fall. An estimate has been 
framed by the Chief Electrical Engineer, Mysore, At least 8,500 e.h.p. it 
continuously a'Vailable on the 550 <lUBec ~inimum. (Map 57. R ~ol' 12.} 

Nurpu':lIa River.-Nilgiris. This ~ted to be worth. examinati6n at 
Cherambadi Village, in the Wynaad, reached via Gudalur, Devil>Ja and Pandalur. 
The Glenrock Tea Estate is near'by. (Map 58 A 7). 

Pe"iyar Troject.-The history of the proposal to utilize tl).ll water'of the 
Great Periyar'Lake in Travancore for power purposes would fill' IIJ volume and 
stretch back a gcneration, and it i~ sufficient to say that negotiations are still 
proceeding between Government and Mr. Garr~tt, a retired Chief Engineer of 
the ~t:adras Irrigation Department. There is an available fall of about. ,1,000 
feet and a minimum supply of 250 cusecs for 240 consecutive days has been thll 
hasis of negotiation. Tfis is equivalent to some 54,000 e.h.p. (Table 4). There is 
little doubt that, as a rule, power of this order could be geuerated for a longer pe- _ 
riod in most years; but as matters stand, it' cannot be g)Jaranteed. The con
struction of a supplementary reservoir above the lake, in the Cardamon Hills, 
Travancore, would enable 150 cusecsto be givcn continuously, and this might 
indirectly benefit industrial India (including this prog~essive State) greatly, as 
the manufacture of fertilizl;ll'S is proposed. For reasons which cannot be dis
cussed here the supplementary projeet is held up, but it is highly important 
that a settlement should be jl.rrived at. A suggestilln may, however, be hazarded 
as to the project as it stands. The draw-off level is fixed by the location of the 
tunnel which carries the supply through the water-shed; and the lowering of 
this tunnel a few feet, so as to increase the possible draw-off, would· be 
a costly matter. If, however, a power plant is put up, utilizing the full 1,000 
feet head, it would be a comparatively simple matter to utilize a fraction of 
the powcr to pump additional water from the lake. below the present draw-off 
to the tunnel level, a suitable int.ake cha.mber being, constructed for the purpose. 
ThUl!, if the total lift were 5 feet not, much more than one two·hundredth of 
the power would be mwrifieed and a much longer working period would be 
possihle. (Map 58, G. 2, 3.). _' . 

Pykara River.-A project to utilize this river (See Table 4)" for the supply 
of the Ootacamund District (15 miles from the town) was drawn up by Mr. H. 
P. Gihhs and has been the subject of negotiations ,hetween him and the Govern
ment of Madras.· The lowest gauging recorded on the river at the power site 
was 9! cusecs in 1914; gaugings have been resumed since and have varied from 
15t cusecs minimum in 1917 to 19 minimum. in 1918". Two falls aggregating 
practically 900 feet could be combined, but it is believed that 3,(')00. feet could 

! be ohtained by tunnelling through the watershed to the catchment on the 
north. A storage site exists above the upper fall, but the capacity is 
not known. It is believed that the scheme is good for at least 2,000 e h.p. 
or more continuously. The mean rainfall is about 76 inches and both monsoons 
affect the catchment area to some extent ; from January to March' however the 
Ij,verage precipitation is vel~y, low. The catchment area has not yet been 
determined.-(Map 58, A 10.) 

Sandy Nullah.-Five miles from Ootacamund. This small scheme with a 
minimum flow of 1 cusec and a fall of 1,000 feet is being inyestigated for local 
employment; se&J.'able 4. . 

Sileru Rive,·: see Machkand. 
Silent Valle,/f.-The District Forest Officer, South Malabar, states that a short 

dam 200 feet high would form a reservoir 6 miles long, though not of great width .. 
The positiou is Ii miles up stream (name of river not given) from the point 
where thi"river crosses the forest poundary. The rainfall is at least 150 inches 
and the catchment .. large." The· fall available is not stated; but there is a 
" considerahle drop" into the plains of Malabar, South of Mannagbat. The dry 
season lasts from the middle of January till the end of April. (Map 58 A 8). 

Singamputti Scheme.-Madura District., This was mentioned,but the site 
has not been identitied. 
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Sil'amalai Hills.-Mr. H. Perry has suggested that a power scheme for the 
Madura District can he formulated in these hills, situated 20 miles from the town 
in the Ammayanayakanur Zeminclari.- The rainfall map shows a mean between 
30 and 35 inches in the surrounding plains, hut the hills rrohably receive more; 
Mr. Perr,y's estimate, _obtained from a Planter, is 65 inches; but there are no 
true records in the hills. The catchment area proposed is only 8 square miles, 
and a considerable number of artificial reservoirs iN proposed; the fall available 
is stated to be 1,600 feet. The power available is estimated by Mr. Perry at 
" 6.1>00 h. p~ per minute," and the words italicized show that caution must be 
exercised in accepting his conclusions; see A.ppendix IV. The project requires 
to be examined by an expert, and may prove less expensive and more reliable 
than would appear at first sight; various enquiries were made al to its practi
cability by persons interested in local industries. (Map 68 J 4). 

Siruvani River.-Tributaryof Bhavani. A. project, fil'st mooted so long 
__ ago as 1879,has recently been investigated for utilizing this stream for com

binf'd water supply and power to Coimbatore, which iii 25 miles distnnt. By 
damming up the valley so as to form a lake, and piercing the ridge with a tun
nel, there would be an available faU of some 1,200 or 1,300 feet; some of the 
tail water would then be piped to the town for water supply .• The minimum 
flow of the stream is small (4! cusecs) as the catcbment area is only 61 square 
miles, but as it receives both th~ south-east and north-west monsoons, with an 
annual rainfall of 75 inches or more, it is merely a question of storage. From 
December to March there, is not much rain. Tbe proposed dam would hold up 
from 280 to 450 million cubic feet according to height, from l20 to 140 feet; 
and with the fairly frequent rainfall replenishment it is believed that the site is 
good for about 2,500 to 5,000 e. h. p. continuously. (Table 5). The tail waters 
can be used for irrigation. Investigation is still proceeding. It is understood 
however that expert geological opinion condemns the dam foundation, and if 
this is so the scheme cannot materialize. 'l'he neighbouring Kundah River 
scheme is more promising, though the Siruvani can still be used for water 
supply. (Map 58 A 12, 16). 

Suruli R iver.-See _o\,namalai Hills. 
Tambrapani River.-The Paponasam falls, 22 miles from Tinnevelly and 54 

from Tuticorin, are 250 feet high. The river is already utilized by Messrs. 
Harvey Brothers for, their, mills at Ambasamnndram. Gaugings have been 
made in connectioll with an irrigation reservoir above the falls and work will 
proceed. (Map'58 H 6, partly unsurveyed). 
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_ Canal Falls, Madras .. 

The following falls, of which the exact positions are recorded but not 
printed here, are capable of utilization for power on & small scale. Nos. 1 to 12 
are on Map 91. and the rest on Map 95. It is proposed to use N{). 17 for 
pumping from the Kistna River to irrigate 10,000 acres. 'The remainder are 
not required either for sub-soil pumping or for pumping to unrommanded areas. 
The power aggregates about 3,300 e.h.p. 

Serial ~~ition. 
, Fall Minimum 

Canal. in HoW' except Working period. No. feet. at clOsure. 
--

- ./ 

--. GQc14vari EasterN n~lta. 

1 Cocanada Canal M ejapad u lock weir 10'0 373 II month •. -
2 .. " 

T_ipqdy Lock 6-75 26B .. 
3 .. .. Chintal'ally Lock 8-6 lOB .. 
4 Bank .. · Kulla Lock .. 8'5 101 .. 
6 CoriDbP8. .. Vella Lock 8·~. 91 .. 

-
GuddfJari Oclttral Dtlfa. 

6 Gannavaram Canal . G~l"'lpur Lock 4'80 425 11 months. . -
7 .. .. · Mond!pulan,a Lock 5-68 287 .. . 
8 Bank " · Wadapalem Lock. · 6'25 414 

" 
9 Am.alapur " 

Palivcla Look · · 4'16 407 " 
-

Godavari Wester" .Delta. 

10 Bank C.nol · Siddh .ntam Lock 9 to 100 11 month.. 
- 12 ft_ 

lli.tna Eastern D~lta. , 
11 R'yveB Canal · . Komatigunta weir • 6-84 1360 • 9t to 10 month •. 

- . 
12 Bandar .. . Konkil"'d Lock 4-25 481 

" 
13 .. " · VeeraDki Lock • 10-41 224 

" 
14 Bantumilli " · · . Cowtaram L04.'k · 0-60 316 .. 

Kiatntl 1Y~8terfl Delta. 

I. Bank Canal Kollnr Lock · 5-64 330 91 to 10 month._ 

16 Commannr 
" 

Kollimerla Lock G-60 324 .. 
17 Read of Commanur Canal Dnggirala Lock 7 2M ... 

-
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Sites Pl North-West Frontier Province. --
InduB iliver . ....,.This is not considered likely to be capable of· deveiol'meut, 

at any rate economic development, in the Himalayan area; the proposed Sukkur 
barrage (Bombay Presidency) may or may not be able to 8UIJply })ower. It is 
early to speak of this until the project materializes, but the possibility of high 
level pumping to canals, should it be required, may be borne in mimI. 

KUllhar lliver .. -. This joins the Jh!llum not far from the Abbottabad
Kashmir road and had ma,ny l:apids with a large perennial flow. As however 
the district is within easy transmission reach of the Kashmir Durhar's power 
station at Mohora on the Jhelum (table 2), where much surplus power is already 

'installed, it is unlikely that any other large scheme "'ill be required. for the 
present. (Map 43. F 7). . .. 

Sinan lliver. trib. of Indus. -This Haws in from north of l\Iansehm, and at 
the time of the Boer War a small plant was erected on one of its tributaries to 
supply the prisoner's camp. It was subsequently dismantled. It is probahle 
however that sites exist in the main stream, which has not been pl·ospected. 
(Map 43, F 3). • 

Canal falls in N. W. F. P. 

Upper Swat Oanal.-Soon after leaving the head works this runs 
through the Malakhand tunnel and then, on exit, down a steep river bed, 
which is pitched. At Dargai the right and left bank canals take off. 
The discharge of the canal is 2,200 down to 1,000 cusecs, and the drop 
available below the tunnel is about 230 feet, giving a minimum power of 
20,000 e. h. p. Mr. Sangster, who was in charge of the works, and MI'. Wal
ton, his assistant, read papers on the, subject before the Simla Engineering 
Conference; and Captain (now Lt.-Colonel) Battye-pl'Oposed the utilization of 
the falls for the manufacture of nitrates, in a paper read before the Punjab 
Engineering Congress. The district however is a wild one. Constant power 
could be obtained by tailing into the river below the power house instead of 

'into the carmI as· proposed by Mr. Sangster. The canal has to be closed for 10 
days every alternate year to provide local irrigatiOn in the rains on the banks_ 
lower down the river. l~ipariaD. rights necessitate this. ,Otherwise the canal 
could probably be run constantly. 

Upper Swat Oanal.- Branches. By utilizing the existing falls these have 
considerable power available; there are frequently groups which will permit of 
30 to 50 feet drop with a minimum discharge of several hundred cusecs 'during 
about 286 duys in the year; . Unless required for irrigation pumping however 
there is not likely to be much demand for power. 

Lower Swat Oanal.-There are no falls suitable for power here, but neal' 
the head works power is now generated for the works by dropping the water 
about 50 feet down into the rivlll' area,. where there are small canals that require 
feeding. The site could be utilized later. There·is also another small scheme 
liear the tail of one of the distributaries, for developing power for pumping 
water for a new grass farm. Elsewhere no pumping is -required in this 
district. 

Oabu! River Oanal.-. A scheme has been considered for .ruuning water 
from one branch to another, near Peshawar, giving a 50 foot drop. 
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List of Sites, Punj abo 

Baspa ~el" trib. of Sutlej. At Uaturing gorge this pours over a series 
of catara.cts below Sangla, with a drop of about 500 feet in haif a mile. It is __ 
believed to be a good site, thongh remote. (Map 53 I, 7.} 

Reas River.-This has not, so far as is known, been prospected for power. 
Between its rise at the Rohtang rass in Kulu and the plains there are however 
continual rapids, during whicll the descent amounts to several thous~nd feet.· 
Whether thlll'e is any concentration of falls sufficient to allow of economic 
developmem is not known. Sever~1 of the larger snow fed tributaries in Kulu, 
espeCially the Parbatti and the twO' rivers flowing in at Largi, have also great 
potential Ilower j but they· are used for extensive timber transport up till the 
-monsoon, so it would perhaps be impossible to divert the water from the stream 
without intl!rfering with forestry. The catchment area is 5,700 sq .. miles and 
the average rainfall oyer it is 62'5 inches. The max:imun flood at Naushera is 
325,000 cusecs and the minimum recorded discharge 2,600. (Map 53 A I, 5, 
D, 13, 14 and B 2). 

Ohetlao River. (Kashmir }.-. A project has been proposed for utilizing 
this river at Riasi, where 30,000 e. h. p. can, it is said, be developed. The 

_ catchment area is 12,000 sq. miles, of which half is in the exterior Himalayas, 
and the average rainfall is 41'7 and 28'7 in the exterior and interior divisions. 

-The maximum observed flood carried some 600,000 cusecs and the miriimum 
recorded discharge fs 3,884 at Marala. (Map 43 K 16). . 

Giri River.-The upper reaches of this perennial river were prospected 
about 1900 for power for Simla, but the Nauti Khad was found preferable. 
There are probably good sites for power lower down, but .they are not recorded. 
The rainfall is from 50 to 75 inches, {tnd is well distributed except for October 
to December, which are dry montluJ. Much of the winter rain falls as snow in 
thc upper areas, thus tending to equalize the discharges. The catchment area 
is about 600 sq. miles at the junction a few miles from Solon. (Map 5ilF 6,10). 

Haro Biver, near Hasan Abdul, A.ttock. Enquiries have been made re
garding this river and th" Jablat (or Chablat) in the SlIme district, and dis
charges were ~ked for. There is said to be a faU of 50 feet and a good peren-
nial discharge. -Rainfall 25 to 40 inches. (Map 43 C. 5, 9, 13). . 

Itldus River.-· (See also entry nnder Bombay). The catchment areas 
above Kalabagh amount to 00,.,1000 sq. miles in the exterior Himalayas and 
63,000 in the interior range, with average r{tin,falls of about 26'6 and 7'6 inches 
resllectively. The maximum recorded flood ruscharge at Kalabagh is 1,000,000 
cnsecs and the lowest observed flow 18,870. The bed here is narrow and if a 
100 foot dam could be constrncted the minimum power would be about 170,000 
e. h. p. Below the bed widens out gre!l.tly, ~u the' flood 1J1ll11ll: would be small. 

Jablat Bive1·.-See Hal'O River. 
JUlnlla River.-( See also entry under the United Proviiices). Th/l catch-

. ment area above Tajawala is 4,400 sq. miles with an average-rainfall of 73-
inches. 'fhe maximum recorded fll)od carried about 273~000 eusecs and the 
lowest observed flow was 2,195 at that place. 

Jltelum .River, (Kashmir ).-Already partly developed at _Mohora (Ta.bJe 
2 ) but further power can certainly be obtained. The flume line of the iexisting 
plant is large enough for 4 times the power now installed. '(Map 43 J 4 ). 
Captain (now Lieut.-Colonel) Battye, R. E., in a paper read before the Punjab 
Engineering Congress,1914, suggested using this river fo.r power at R!l4>1l1, at the 
head of the Lower Jhelum Canal.' A flow of 4,1>00 eusecs and a head of 80 
feet wel'e stated to be obtainable, giVing 33,000 e. h. p. ( See '!'lIble 2). The 
catchment areas in the exterior and interior Himalayas are 7,000 and 8,000 sq. 
miles respectively, with average rainfalls of 39'5 and 46'2 inches. The maxi
mum flood at Rasul carried about 500,000 Cllsecs and the miriimum reco~ded 
discharge is 4,500 cusecs. . - . 

Kis]umgallgaRiver, tributary of Jhelo.m (Kashmir ).-No information 
~s aV!lilabl~, but th~ c~tchment. a~ea is certainly over 2,000 sq. miles a~ the 
Junction WIth the mam rIver, and It IS snow fed. ~ Map 43 F 11, 14, 15 ). 
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Kunhar River, tributary of Jhehim.-No information is available, but 
the catchment area is about 1,000 sq. miles at the main junction, and the river 
is snow fed. (Map 43 F6, 7, 9, 10). \ . 

Mogl'i .River.-Rampur Basham- State. The Chief Wazir of this State 
believes that a fall of 600 feet 01' more could be obtained in a mile or two of 
channel in this river, which is snow fed and has a dry weather dil;charO'e suffi
cient t9 drive about 10 of the local water mills -01' say 30 to 40 cuse~s. The 
stream is probably worth 2000 e.h.p. or more. (Map 53, E 11, 15). 

PUI~ch .River, tributary of JheluI\l, {Kashmir}.-This appears to be worth 
examination near Kotli where the catchment is about 1,400 sq: miles; but no 
information exists regarding the river. It will be snow fed during at leaRtlhe'early 
part of the hot weather, as it rises in the Gulmarg snows. (liap 43 G 14, 15 ) . 

.RQvi .Rivel'.-This has not been prospected in the hills, but certainly has 
considerable possibilities. Where the Upper Bari Doab Canal takes off near 
lfadhupur a gross fall of 109 feet can be obtained in 4'6- miles; 140 feet in 7 t 
miles; 175 feet in 9t miles; nnd 200 feet in 13 miles. Mr. Milne in a paper 
read before the Punjab Eu.gineering Congress, 1919, states that the minimum 
recorded discharge there is 1,300 cusecs, which would give a continuous'12,000 
e.h.p. on the smallest and most practicable oombination of these many falls. 
The e~cess water not required for the canal could be surplussed back to the 
river. The project has been estimated to cost Rs. 530 per e. h. p. or Rs. 716 
Per kilowatt installed. See entry in table 5. 'I'he normal supply is nearer 
5,000 CUsecs. A cross-section is available but is not printed. The catchment 
area of the river is 2,500 sq. miles with an average rainfall of about 93 inches. 
~'he maximum flood discharge is about 200,000 cusecs avd the minimum re
corded flow 1,303 eusecs at Madhupur. (Map 43 P. 11, 14, 15 with 52 D 2). . 

Sutlej .River; Bhakra1Tam project.-The proposal to use the great power 
of the Sutlej where it enters the plains near Kirthpur, north of Rllpar, at the 
head of the Sirhind Canal, is not dependant on, nor does it in any way interfere 
with, the project for. st.oring some. 112,000 million cU:bic feet of water behind 
this 395 foot dam. TIle proposals given in Mr. F. Milne's paper, read before 
the Punjab Engineering Congress at Lahore in April 1919, involve tunnelling 
through the spur round which the Sutlej makes a great loop at Oel and Anand
pur; "raIl of sonw 430.feet or -330 feet effective can be obtained in 'this way, 
and the minimum' discharge of 2,700 cusecs ( usually not below 4,000) which 
must in any case be allowed topass down the river could be utilized to give 
some 81,000 e. h. p. continuously. The lake would extend above the head
works, but its storage would not be drawn on beyond the minimum flow com
ing in. The cost is estimated to be Rs. 313 per kilowatt installed. The only 
differences that the dam project makes'in the hydro:electric is' that, if the for
mer is built, the tunnel will be under the pressure of a considerable head of 
water; whereas, if the drlm is not built, a diverting weir must be built across 
the river at the tunnel entrance. It is probably that below the dam also some 
10,000 e. h. p. could be obtained if the main scheme is blocked by the fear of 
interference with irrigation. This site was first. suggested by.Messrs. Cromp
ton & Co. in the early nineties.· The reaches further upstream have doubtless 
. great possibilities, but at a much highel' cost..The catchment areas of the 
river amount to 5,000 jtnd .16,000 sq. miles in the exterior and interior Himalayas 
with an average rainfall of about 44 inches in the former. The maximum 
flood discharge is about 300,000 cusecs and the minimum recorded flow 2,818 
at Rupar. (Map 53 A 7, 8, 11, 12). . 

For the, construction of the dam, and the tunneI also, power to the extent 
of about 3,000 h. p. will tn any case be required; and this can be obtained from 
a site 4. miles from Nangal, on the same loop and below the dam site. Here 
a m.inimum of about 15,000 e. h. p: can be obtained under a comparatively 
low head of about 30 feet, unaffected by the flood rise. The cost, including 
transmission to the works, is estimated to be about 10 lakhs- for the power 
actually required, but it would seem preferable to so arrange that the whole 
power can be developed. If the demand later Qn justifies it, and the tunnel 
has been built (which would certainly be an a\lvantage in constructing the 
dam) then the larger project could subsequently be matured. Certainly several 
thousand h. p. could at once be used for the Kalka-Simla. Railway and-other 
requirements withiri: easy reach. 
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Sutlrj River-At Khatolu gorge, 2, miles from Sal'ahan on the Hindustan

Tibet I'oad, there a\'e cataracts for! of a mile with a single drop of 30 feet 
include(r. During the monsoon however the rise of the river practically 
obsc1lres the falls, so it would only be possible to utilize it with a considerable 
dam fOl'-giving a head, The minimum perennial discharge will be of the orQ.jlr 
of 1,500 to 2,000 cusecs and the site appears promising, though I'emote. 
(Map 53 E, 14, 15), 

Canal Falls, Pilnjab .. 
Nolt.- Disoharges given are mOstly the normal lull di8c"arg~. Minima a1'e being eollected and 

will be available later. Serial nu~bera refer-to a map on recol-d in the Survey. if alls less than 8 feet not 
given. -

UPPER JRELUM CANAL, 
-

[ 
I - Normal 

Serial. Name of ohannel. R.D. P a'iticnlr\.l'B .. Head full Minimnm 
i feet. discharge. 
I discharge. 
I 

! 24",000 r;~----- .1 
-

} I M.~:Line: 50 3tOOO See note. ... 
2 418,000 Fan (oombined) 20 ... 1,000 See Note. 

8 G ujrat Brallch 6"0 Fall · 8 2,oas ... 
4 DO. 1,350 Do. · S 1,866 ... 
5 \ Do. 2,000 ,Do. . · 8 1,850 , ... 

LOWER JRELUM C4JilAL. 
-, 

1· N orthem Ban k 

J 
34,2,080 I Fall 8 294 

2 Do. 31.3,080. FaU 1 can b. oombined { 
3 294 

8 Do. 348,580 Do. 100 294 , Do. 344,080 FaU 5 29' 

5 Solid Bra.nch : I 13,526 Do. :' : I :'5 ~. 
357 

6 Do .. 14,000 Do. S4} 

UPPER CRENAS CANAL. 

1 j Main Line, lower 

: r 
715,000 f FaU and bridge :I. 8'5/ 

9,0;0 

2 Do. 221,000 '. Do. . 10'5 7,889 
, 

LOWER CHENAB CANAL. 

1 Bhaw&na Branoh • 7,500 Fall 9'~ 4028 ~. 

II Khewra Major 8,000 Do. 8'7 814 
Dy. 

S B01'&I. B1'&Ileh J64,fjoo Do. 8'2 950 ... , 
UEp"r ·Gngera 219,000 Do. 8'5 850 See Note 

ranch. at end. 

UPPER BARl DOAB CANAL. 

1 Salampur feede~ 6,486 Rapids No.8 and bridge. 8'S 1,895 See Not. 

Rapid. No, 11 and bridg';: 
at end. 

2 Do. 88,845 9'3 1,824 

3 Main Line ! 8,800 Rapids No. II 8'0 4,796 

til. , Do, 22,600 Rapids No.6 8'5 4,782 -- ---, 

5 Do. 24,600 Rapid. No.7 and bridge . 8'0 4,719 

6 Do. 28,500 Rapidrllli:V 8'6 4,773 

1 Do .. 81,500 Rapid. No. 11 ':- 8'6 4,769 

8 Faridnagar feeder. 21,829 Rapids No.8 9'2 1,774 

9 Do. 27,691 Rapid. N~. 10 and bridge, 8'6 1,764 
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--

Serial Particulars. 

!OJ 
Head I 
feet. 

Normal 
full 

diacharge . 

[App. XIII. 

Minimum 
discharge. Name of Chann~~~_ R~D. 

1 

• ------1·-- ---------1 ___ _ 
MainLine 

Do. 
: I ::::: :::::::: 11: and bridge 

92,142 Taghal rapid and bl'idge 

101,072 Dhambai l!!idge and faU 

8'5 4,695 

8'5 4,695 

8'0 6,292 

8'5 6,300 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 114,100 Nanunangal bridge and ~ 10'0 6,330 
fall. 

1& Main Dranch, 
upper. 

16 - ])0. 

17 Do. 

18 Laho1's Branoh 

19 Do. 

20. I Submon BI'anch .' 

42,849 Dhariwal bridge and ran • 

49,768 Kunjer bridge and faU 

1~3,500 _ Aliwa! regr. and rall 

25,000 ! Sanohur bridge and fall 

96,00) Raneywal bridge imd..(all 

34,860 Tughel 'If alad bridge and 
fall. 

11'0 4,270 

9'0 4,200 

8'0 2,631 

10'0 1,080 

8'S 872-

790 

LOWER BARI DOAB CANAL • 

I 
Mai~Line 

2 ,Do. . 

'1 329,0581 Fall alld bridge 

493,759 Do. 

1 A bohar Branch 

SIRHIND CANAL. 

23,000 Khanpnr 

2 Do. 

a Do. 

4. Do. 

5 Do. 

G Do. 

7 Do. 

8 

9 

Do. 

Do. 

47,000 Chupki 

• 69,500 Ballowal 

106,000 Akalgarh 

128,OJO 

-_213,000 Doodhar 

254,000 Gholia 

289,000 Channowsl I 

332,000 Samal.ar 

10 Sultej Nar. 98,000 Baraghar 

11 Do. 110,500 Malha • 

12 Bhatnnd. Branch.. 32,250 Khatra 

13 

14 

Do. 

Do. 

15 Do. 

16 Do. 

17- Do. 

18 Do. 

19 Kotta.Branch 

20 Do. 

21 Do. 

22 Do. 

58,900 Jaghel'B 

87,600 Kanganwala 

128,' 00 Loh garh 

185,000 Cha.rnbhai 

277,000 BaUohi; 

307,000 Sadbna 

15,O( 0 nalowal 

56,660 Solar 

/' 

: I 

23 

24 

Do, 

61,566 BanbhoI!'--

122, U 5 So~ra •. 

185,000 llarigarh 

216,000 Sahoki • 

• 
-Dc. 

8

81 4,291 

3,774 

8 2,£06 

8 2_ 

8 2,820 

8'1 2,755 

S'2 2,657 

10-0 2,396 

8'2 1,967 

8'0 1,717 

8'0 _1,662 

9'9 400 

10'0 - 400 

8' 2,029 

7'6 2,011 

10'1 1,982 

__ ..!.--_ 1,770 

10 1,661 

8'6 1,039 

7'7 1,010 

9'4 1,427 

8 1,41' 

8 1,400 

8'1 1,006 

8 

,8'9 

847 

604 

See Not. 
at end. 

--~---,--~--~--------,------------~----
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SIRHIND CANAIr-Contd .... 
I 

f 
f 

' . 
M" , Head Normal 

Se1'ial. Name of channel. R. D. Particulars. full mlmum 
feet. discharge. . discharge 

~5 Kotta Branoh . 269.000 Rella . j 8'6 517 ' 

26 Ghaggar Branoh 2S,ooQ Thus 11-1 119 

27 Do. . 56,000- Nidampur . . . 8'6 676 
•• . ~ Do • 185,000 Sular . 8'0 311 

WESTERN JUMNA CANAL • 

1 I Sina Branch • , 168,000 I Fatehpur .' .j ...... 8'81 1,241 

. Of the above it has been suggested by the Chief Engineer that the 
50 foot fall on the Upper Jhelum Canal, serial 1, at R. D. 240,000, could be 
employed usefully at Khewra Salt Mines' and Dandot Collieries, but the 
closure ~would be a drawback. -This may, however, be reduced when the 
Woolar Lake Barrage in Kashmir has been built. Sir Louis Dane also 
suggested the emploYUJ..el!t of this power for irrigation pumpmg to the tract 
between the-North Western Railway and the Upper Jhelum Canal, where the 
closure would not matter, but the question of the sufficiency of the supply 
for the rabi crop would have to be considered. Th_e power available on 
normal discharge is nearly ~4,OOO e .. h. p. but the minimum and period of 

. closure have not come to hand~ 
The 20 foot fall 'on the same -canal (serial 2) at R. D. 418,000 could be 

used at Gujrat and Waziraba.d, where some industries exist. The power avail
able on minimum discharge (subject to shert closures) is 1.800 e. h. p. . 

The falls on the upper reaches of the Upper Bari Doab Canal have been 
dealt with above in connection with the' Ravi River. Serial 4 on the Lower 
Chenab Canal was at onetime proposed to be utilized -for the "lluchiana Lift, 
Project" of iuigation; it is found however, that the area can probably ..be 
commanded bY'gravitation How. 

Ther.e are the following areas of high land within reach of the power and 
.. water of the I Lower Bari Doab :Canal. which could, be used for irrigation 

pumping. viz., Renala, 50.000 acres; Okara, 1.30Q acres ; . ...Mo\ltgomery. 
].750 acres. The closure would not matter for this. Q 

Apart from the power ascertained in these notes on' canal falls. those 
not specially mentiont>d would yield the following amounts on the discharges 
given, which are mostly 1wrmal an4 110t mini1mlm discharges, viz.;-

U ppe, Jhelum Canal 4.000 e. h. p. 

Lowet' " " 3,800 " 
Upper Chenab .. 'f '14,500" 
Lower» .. • !SOO " 
Upper Bari Doab 
Lower .. 
Sirhiod 
We.tern Jomn .. 

.. (58,000 total) ~ .. y 

" .... .. .. 

46,000 .. 
5,800 .. 

32,800 i • 

1.000 ". 

TOUL 108,200 
" 

The power in any particular instance may here be found by e..h. p. 
cusecs X fall in feet. 

19. 
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Sites in the United Provinces. 

-Alaknanda.-(Sce also Bhagirathi" River).-This river, also called the 
Vishnuganga, . has a catchment area of some 4,500 square miles and drops 
5,000 feet in 16 miles between Badrinath and Vishnuprayag. The gorge 2i 
miles above Rudraprayag would be difficult to develop and ill very out of the 
way l but the river is snow fed and could undoubtedly be developed at a cost . 
.It is . reported that the limestone cliffs of the gorge are 150 teet ahove the bed 
pf the river at this place, where it takes a sharp bend. An old channel cuts 
a chord across this bend, with the pilgrim route to Badrinath'parallel too it. 
The suggestion has been made that the old bed could be cut down to the present 
water level and sluice gates constructed on it; the river could then be diverted 
-While a dam is built across tluLgorg,e. Presumably a second dam of ~he same 
height would be necessary across the cutting. Arrangements would be 
required for passing timber-over. A light railway to Karanprayag is under 
consideration. (Map 53 J 15·16 or N 3). -

Bakker Nadi,-Tributary of Belan, Mirzapur.-There is a reservoir site 
here designed to hold 1,400 million cubic feet of water for irrigation purposes; 
but as the catchment atea i!\'.l!.18 square miles with a good run-off and a rainfall 
of about 40 inches it is believea that 8,000 million cubic feet or more could be 
reckoned on with a higher dam. Some 87 per cent. of. the rain-falls between 
June and September; The Sirsi. fall near by has a drop ~f 90 feet. The 
project makes au admirable combined irrigation and power scheme, as the tail 
waten could be stored lower down-and yet above the canal. The site appeal:s 
likely to yield at least 2,()00 e.h.p. continuously, and probably much more. 
It is worth further investigation. (Map 63 L 9). 

- Baur·IU'Ver.-Naini Tal District.-The minimum recorded discharge at 
Dechauri is 9 cusees and the stream is small and mrpromising. (Map 53 0 7)._ 

Belan Nadi.-Mirzapur.-There is a possible rilservoir site (unsurveyed), 
believed capable of storing 5,000 million cubic feet, above the Mukha fall of 80 
to 100 feet, 6 miles west of Ghorawal. It has so far not been examined as the 
cost of the submerged villages and land would be high, but it offers consider· 
able possibilities for power (1,50\! e.li.p. or more)'and irrigation combined. 
The catchment area is about 250 square miles with a rainfall of about 40 
inches, which prActically all falls between June and September. (Map 63 
L 9, 10). . ' .. 

Bhagirallli lli'Ver.-Tributary of Ganges.-. At tpe junction with the 
Alaknanda, a~evaprayag, there are rapids with a perennial snow-fed discharge. 
Recpnnaissance is desirable, as the catchment is nearly 4,000 square miles. 
The President of the Council of Regency, 'l'ehri-Garwhal State, has examined 
this river and it_s tributaries beyond Barahat,.and calls-particular atte!ltion to 
the Assi, which joins the main river 2 miles above that place. This is a peren
nial stream, largely snow fed, and has a fall of some 1,275 feet in 8 miles in its 
lower reaches, whi<:h are at an altitude of 6,000---7,000 feet_ The estimated 
discharge between the 14th-and 20th May 1919, was 400 cusecs. The site is 40 
miles from Dehra Dun: (:Map 53 J, 5, -6, i2). 

Ohandrapabha Ri'Ver.-Benares State.-There is a small storage site to 
_ hold som.e 300 minion cub. feet wh)oh was surveyed but. not proceeded with. 
. A 200 foot fall is said to exist near .Baraur. Site not identified, but probably 

north of the Son River. The power possibilities appear small, though in 
combination with irrigation it might be developed. A request to examine the 
site has been received through Government. The rainfall is about 40 inches of 
which ·about 31 inches fall between June and September. (Map 63 P). 

IJabka _Ri'V.er.-Naini Tal District.-The minimum recorded discharge is 
10 CUsIlCS at Kota. and the river only offers small prospftC1;s of power 
apparently. No information as to falls. (Map 53 0 3). 

• . Ganges Ri'Ver.-(See also Bhagirathi River).--It has 1J..een recommended 
that levels should be. taken from Rikhishesh up to Phul Chatti or beyond; 
the latter region is believed to offer possibilitips, but the harnessing of such a 
riveds likely to be very expensive. The site has not been identified at present. 
Being SllOW fed from the main Himalayan range there is of course enormous 
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potential power"in the river, aild it is within the b~l'ders of British India, 
though mostly unsurveyed. 

Gat'ai River.-Mirzapur.-Fof irrigation reasons this is said to be not 
wOI·th consideration, though a fall ofl80 feet exists near the present dam. 

Gaula River.-Naini Tal District.-The minimum recorded discharge ,at 
Kathgodam is 82 cusecs while there are generally at least 100 cusecs through 
the dry season. The hills fall rapidly- from the Bhi\n Tal Distl-ict. It is 
worth further prospecting. Dischargefl are being taken. (Map 53 0 11). 

Gauna Lake.-Garwhal.-This was formed by the great lanilslip of 1893 
and burst in 1894, but the lake is still very large (3 times the size of Naini 
Tal Lake) and it might be possioble to raise a dam'there. The Birehi Ganga. , 
flows thence to the Alakilanda. '(Site not identified). ' 

Gllagar Nadi.-Mirzapur.-The water is all required for'~l'rigation, so the 
power cannot be utilized unles~ falls exist above the head works, '!II; to which 
there is no iliformation at present. , ' 

, Jagei Lake.-Garhwal:- Formed similarly to the Ganna Lake (q.v.) 
and the same remarks apply. Snow ~ed. The Biera Ganga flows from it to 
the Kaliganga. (Site not identified). ' 

Jumna River.-The seheme of the United Provinces Power Association 
(Majo~-General Beresford Lovett) 'mentioned in 'rable 5, was a double one. 
The sites are at Jalanta and Binahar re3pectivelY. At the fermer site a double 
loop was to be utilized by making two short tU'Imels thr&gh the spur, -a canal ' 
joining np the tunnels, and giving a fall from R. L. 2,362 to 2,194 or~y 168 
feet gross. The latter is a single loop, involving a 2 mile tunnel, giving a faIt. 
from R. L. 1,953 to 1,698 or 255 feet. ,The existing concession is partly in 
Tehri State. Minimum discharge about 750 cusecs; snow fed flom a very 
large area. The promotors of this scheme reckoned, after full investigation, 
that they could obtain 26,000 e. h. p. at Binahar and 12,000 e. h.1>. at Jalanta 
at about one-third of the cost of the larger scheme. It is a mattel' for regret 
that for various reasons these promising sch.emes had to be postponed.; it is to 
be hoped that they are not abandoned. (Map 53 F 14.)'_ -

Kalaunia Nadi.-This is reported as unlikely to be of any use. It is to -
the west of the Sarda. ' 

Kaligatlga River, GarhwaI.-, (See also Jagei Lake).-It has been BUg
gest.ed that a large reservoir could be made near Launsari. The stream joins 
the Kail and the Pindar. (Site not identified). , 

Kanhar River, tributary of Sone, right bank conditions simila. to R'ir 
River (q. v.) and worth investigating. (Map 63 P .. 3, 7,8). 

Karanauti, Khajuri, Dakwa and Jargo Nadis, :M:irzapur' District.-TheSI! 
small nalas rise in the lower scarp of the Vindyas and flow north to the Gange~. 
There are small storage sites and falls of from 50 feet upwards, but in' view of 
the better sites in the district they are at present not worth more than. record. 
Some power however can doubtless be developed, and might be useful to the 
neighbouring quarries; Rainfall about 40 inches, nearly ,allhetween June and 
September. (Map 63 K 12). , 

Karamnasa RifJery Benares State.-At Nangarh, 40 miles south of 
Benares, there is a reservoir site ,investigated by the Irrigation Department 
and found capable of storing 3,500 million cubic !leeh at a cost of 12 lakhs; as 
an irrigation project it was abandoned. A smaller site holding 700 million 
cubic feet was also located on the Gurwat tributary, 4 miles below Nangarh. 
Near here there is said to be a fall of 240 feet and another of 100 feet, on the way 
down to Chakia, where the reservoir of the Benares ,State Canal is situated 1 
possibly they can be combined. The value to the ,state of the tail witters of 
the proposed large reservoir, in keeping the existing irrjgation reservoir always , 
supplied, is obvious. The site seems likely to afford at least 4,000 e. h. p. con
tinuously within 40 miles of Benares, probably far more, and is weir worth 
further examination. Details of the. sites are available in the Chi@f Engineer's 
office. A request to examine the site has been received' through Government 
on behalf of the Benares Darbar, and enquiries ,have been made by', Messrs. 
Martin & Co: The rainfall is about 40 inches of which in inches fall between 
June and September. (Map 63 P. 5). ' 

Ken River, tributary of Jumna.-At Paind village, Panna State, below 
junction with Sunai (Sonar ?) there is a. favourabl~ reservoir site with a catch

pI! 
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ment area of 5,700 squafe miles and 'a i'eeorded flood discharge of 325,000 cusecs. 
The site has not been identified. (Map 64 P ). . 

, Doh Rivet', Garhwal.-This falls very low but does not dry up. About 
4 miles above Dogadda (on the cart road tQLansdowne) a promontory almost 
closes the ravine. It was proposed some years ago' to make a dam here to 
generate power for a ropeway between Lansdowne and Dogadda, but the 
project was dropped in 1914. Site not identified. (Map 53 K 9~ 10 r). 

• Kosi River, Naini Tal Districj.:.c...The minimum recorded discharge at 
Ramnagar is 152 cusees, and the dry weather How is generally over 200 here; 
there are no gaugings higher .up, where falls cltn certainly be developed. The 

.river is not fe(from the perpetual snows, but rises in high altitudes in the 
Almora district, with a rainfall of 60 to 100 inrhes. November and Decembel' 
only have averages below an inch, though July to September gets most of the 
rain. The river merits further investigation and is being gauged. Near . 
. Hawalbagh it is / reportetl that damming would be feasible and power obtainable-. 
(Map 63,0). . . I 

Mus8oorie.-In addition to the'e,xisting development for Mussoorie and,,' 
Dew'a the Kamptee Falls'on the Ringel Gad were mentioned and are to be 
examined. The catchment is only about 4 square miles. The discharge in 1919_ 
fell to 4'8 cusees as there was considerable irrigation higher up. A fall 'of 896 
feet can be obtained }Vith a flume of 1,850 feet, and a..regulating tank can be 
built. The minimumJlischarge of the Bhatta, which SUppliA Mussoorie (see 
Table 2) was 8 cusees in 1919.: The Rispana stream had a minimum discharge 

.of 3'8 cusecs in 1919 and a fall down to Mukrat of 720 feet with a pipe line of 
4,100 feet. The Aghlar stream is more considerable; it lies between MUssoOl'ie 
and the range to the north. The discharge below Tonata at the junction of the 
Khakrana was 54 cusecs; at the Bhilaru junction 41 cusecs; between Kempti 
and Bhilaru, streams 6& cusecs; and.at Kempti junction 41 cusecs. The 
average fall is 160 feet per mile for 6 miles. 'l'he. country is difficult and 
transport oflIlachinery would. be costly, but thIS river seems the best for the 
Mussoorie-Dehra extensions. (Map 63 J 3 P). 

Naini Tal Lake.-'fhe old proposal to utilize this lake for the supply of the 
hill station is again under consideration of Government. A head of 1,(JOO to 
1,350 feet can be obtained. It is proposed to instal GOO kilowatts (460 working 
and one spare set) at a cost of 4 lakhs. The storage area, if a dam is built, will 
be considerable; but the mud Hats when the water is low may prove objection-
able. (Map 63 0 7). ' 

NaJZdft,aur River, Naini. Tal District.-'lhe minimum re'corded discharge 
"is 18 cusec}' at Chorgallia canal head works, while the average is considerably 
higher thtoughout the drY' months, from 22 to 60 cusees. Falls have· not been 
located and the catchment is small. Rainfall 50 to 100 inches, well distri-
buted. (Map 63 0 12, 16). .... . ) 

Navar River, tributary of Ganges.-There is a waterfall in the Eastern 
branch of this river near the I1aijran-Kainur Road, 40 miles north-east of 
Lansdowne (Garhwal). No details are known, but the rainfall in the. large 
upper catchment is about 75 inches. A plan exists.. fully worked dUt, for 
making an irrigation channel to take out of the Eastern Nayar, a little above 
its junction with the Westerll Nayar, to l'un by a siphon lmder the latter and 

, then proceed along the Main Nayar to IIanghat and Bilkhet. It is said to 
be possible to adopt a similar project for power purposes at BUkhet where there 
is a broad piece of flat land and terraces with a fall of 50 feet. (Map 63 J 16; 
K 9, 13; N 4). 

Paisuni River.-N ear Markundi station there is a fall of 150 feet. 'l'he 
river dries up entirely ... but the catchment is 176 square miles with a rainfall of 
.40 inches between June and Septemper. Storage sites may be found. (Map 
63 C 16; D 9, 13). ... . 

Pindal' River.-This snow fed river carries a large volume of water from 
a very large catchment, and is said to be·worth prospecting. It runs into the 
Alaknanda. (Map 53 N). _ . 

Ilamgunga River.-This tises in the Garhwal distriet. At Tarag Tal, in 
the west AlmoraForest Division, a landslip in'former time!Ytrlocked the valley 
of a tributary and formed.a lake; the embankment however is far from water
tight. Below here there is believed to be a fall of 600 feet or more in 1t miles. 
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The site is worth recollllaissance; but is-remote. Catcbm.ent area of tributary 
not known. Rainfall 50 to 7 5 inche~. This is proba,bly either the Gauna 
Lake.(q. v.) or the Jagei Lake (q. v.), but the accounts rllceived do not m.ake 

, 

it clear. (Map 53 0 I, 2, 5, 6.) , "'~. ' 
Rer River.-Tributary of Sone~ right bank. (Rihand River in' Atlas ?).- , 

A perennial stream, once estim.ated as carrying 200 cusees in May, and there
fore probably having a considerable hot we~/;her disc~arge. Runs in gorge,s 
with altemate pools and rapids, but little known. Almost certainly has power, 
and requires pl·ospecting. Rainfall 40 to 50 inches of which 93 per cent. falls 
between Jlllle and October. (Map 63 L. 15,16 and P. 3,4). 

SaraS'Oali'ganga Rive)', Gat·hwal.-1.'wo miles 'north of Badrinath this 
river drops 300 feet where it passes' through a narrow cleft, spailned by a 
houlder over' which the Tibetan trade route passes. The river is snow fed and 

• has a large hot weather discharge, but as the altitude is 11,000 feet it is unlikely 
to be of any use. (Map 53 N 5.) , " ./ ' 
, Sardak and Sal'ju :Rioers. Naini--Tal District. Details, of '(angings are 
availahle in the Chief Engineer's office, the river having ,been completely 
surveyed for further canal projects. The river is snow fed and the water is 
used for the 'Hohilkhand Canals; but falls can .almost certainly be developed 

--~ .. above the head works, though they may prove to be out ot' Britjsh India, in 
the kingd9m--of Nepal, of which the river appears to be the bonndary. The, 
upper reaches of the Sardah are called the Sarju, and it is believed that power 
could be obtained near Bag-eswar and Rameswar, for the projected l1lpeyvays in 
the Almora District. On the right' bank, I whicjl is in British territory, the 
Ledhia, Sarju, Gori, Dharma and Kuti flow in. Of these tile Sarju is partly 

. sno\\' fed and has many rapids, and its feedel' streams may possibly prove of 
value also for forestry. ,The Gori is also snow fed, and should be an excellent 
source of power, but it is verY.I<emote. The Dharma and .Kutf also rise in 
glaciers but liI"e even more out of the way. -(Map 62 C 2,3,4, 7, 8.) 

Totts River.-Lonipur in Rewah State is meii.tioned, the river having a 
catchment area of 3,400 squa.re miles in Baghelkhand and a flood discharge of 
400,000 cusecs. Site not identified. Higher up, at Poorwa, there is a fall of 
100 feet, but here the catchment is reduced to 2,010 square miles. Further up 
still, at Cha~hai, 3 miles from Poorwa, thet>e is stated to be a fall of 3QO feet; 

• but the dry weather discharge is small and a reservoir site has not been located. 
The rainfall is about 44 inches of which 41 inches fall· between June and 
September (Map 63 D or H.) , 

. Tons River. Dehra Dnn. A site is mentioned near Kalsi, where this joins 
the Jummt'tMaJ> 53 F.10 or 14). 

Note {i)-A full report on the, general f~&turea of Ga~hwal and ita many at1-ea.ms has been received from the 
Commissioner, KAlmaon Division. "l'he more promising have been entered above. but the list will be useful to 
the officer examiJJing the district. _ -.. -

'Note (iO.-There is doubtless great powel' in the Nep:t1ese rivcl's KamaJi (or Kauri&1a.), Sal'ju, Rapti, Madi. 
Budyar. Tl'isulganga and its tributaries, ~an K06i and its bibut&l'iea. No data &l'e howev81' a.vailable regalmng 
any of these riven. 

,J 

Canal Falls, United Provinces. 

\ 
" UPPER GANGES CANAL. 

A,JUp8kall1· bra11C~ 
Af1ika./l (alls.-Minimum 150 cusecs lor 155 days. F-d.1l 5 ieet. 
Bhagwantpur falls.-Minimum 150 cusecs for 155 days. Fall 8 feet. 
Makri fall8.-M inimum 220 cusecs for 160 days. 'Fall 8* feet, 
Jakhera (ails.-Minimum 230 cusecs for 160 d!lYs. }'all 4 feet. 
Dekai (alis.-Minimum 250 cuseC8 for 160 days. Fall 12 feet. 
Parichatgal·Jt falls ami-regu1Iltor.:-:Minimum 325 cnsecs for 170 days. 

Fall 8* feet. 'l< 

DllakaulifaIl8.-Minimum 300 c~secs, but 400 cusecS for 180 days. Fall, 
7* feet. , 

Akbarpur (a1l8.-~J inimum 300 cusecs, but 400 for 180 days. Fall 
8'8 feet.' • _ 

ChUl'iali falls. -: Minimum 300 eUsecs, hut 500 for. 190 days. . Fall 7 f!lllt. 
NOTB.-The normal ftow during muat of the yem.' iI. much greattlr. 
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Aligarh Division. 

'1l[uchuajalls.-MinimUm 600 cusecs for 8 months. Fall 61 feet. 
Some1;ajalls.-Minimum 600 CUseCR, but SOO for 8 months. Fall 8 feet. 
Fall'a {aUs.-Minimum 600 cusecs, but 1,100 for 8 months. }'all 8 feet. 

Bulandshahr Division. 

Walip!tra faUs.-Miuimum 600 cusecs, but 1,300 for 9 months. Fall 
.5 feet. 

sananta faUs.-Minimum 600 cusecs, but 1,500 for 9 months. Fall 
4; feet. . 

lJeltl'lJ {alls.-. Minimum 600 cusecs,lmt 1,700 for 9 months. Fall 7 feet. 
lJas!tlJ falls.-· Minimum 600 cusecs, but 2,500 for 9 months.' Fall 8 to 9 

- feet, increasing with low supply. Will give nearly 2,000 e. h, p. 
for 9 months. • 

Meerut Division. 

Bholajalls.-Minimum 600 eusecs, but 2,700 for 9 mouths. ~'all 12 feet. 
Will 'give nearly 3,000 e. h. p. for 9 months. It· is anticipated 
that this fall will be utilized in/the near future for the supply 
of Meerut, but only 750 kilowatts (givi:tg 500 kW with a spare 
set) are to be installed at a cost of about Rs. 5,00,000. The 
project is now nnder consideration of 'the Local Government. The 
inlet channel will carry 600 cusecs. 8 miles from.Meerut. 

Salawa falls . .....:. Minim~ 600 cusecs; but 2,900 for 9 months. }'aIl12 feet. 
. Will give 3,000 e. h. p. for 9 months. _ 

Chitaul'ajalls.· -Minimum 600 cnsecs, but 3,000 for 9 months. Fall 10 
feet. Will give some 2,700 e. h. p. for 9 months. Near Muzaffer-
nagar. , 

Jaulifalls.-Minimum 600 cusecs, but 3,500 for 9 months. FlU! 10 reet. 
Will give about 3,200 e. h. p. for 9 months. Near Muzaffernagar. 

Northern Division. 

Nirgajni falls. - Minimum 600 cusecs, but 3,600 for 9 . months: Fall 
12 feet. Will give about 4,000 e. h. 'p. for 9 months. Near 
Muzaffernagar. 

Mohammedpur {alls.-Minimum 600 cusecs but 3,750 for 9 months. Fall 
12·2"feet. Will give over 4:,000 e. h. p. for 9 months. 

Asojltagar jalls.-Minimum 600 cusecs, but 3,800 for 9 mouths. Fall 
10'7 feet. Will give 3,700 e. h. p. for 9 months. Near Roorkhee. 

Fathri falls,-Minimum 600 cnsl'CS, but 4,500 fOl; 10 months. Fait 10 
feet. Will give 4,100 e.,h. p. for 10 months. Midway. between 
Roorkhee and Hafdwar. . . 

Sltlempw· and Bakadu1'abad falls.~AlreadycoDlbined and utilizt'd in 
parL Minimum 600 CUSI'CS, but 4,500 for 10 months. Combined 
fall 17 feet. Can be developed for nearly 7,000 e. h. p. for 10 • 
months. 

llallip!w {alls.-Minimum 600 c~secs; but 4,500 'for 10 months. Fall 
9 feet, Will give over 3,600 e. h. p. for 10 months . .. 
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Eastern Jumna Canal Upper Division. * 
Belka b"idge falZ.-Minilllum 350 eusecs, but '140 for 9 months. Fall 

14.1' feet. 
Dialp"r faZl.-Same discharge; fall 5'S feet. 
Nogla bridge fall.-Minimum 350 cusees, but 666 for 9 months. Fall 

7 feet.' '. 
Babail fall.- Ditto. 
Randoul fa.ll.-Same discharge; fall 8'4 feet. 
_Gamla and Sarkari faUs.-Same discharge; might be combine'll to give 

l0t fee. fall. _ .. 
Hilapur bridge fall.-Minimum 350 cusecs, but 498 for 9 months. Fall 

. 6t feet. " 
. Megchaper fall.-Same discharge; fall 4'4 teet. 
Rerijall.-Same discharge; fall S feet. 
Malri bl'idge fall.-Same discharge; fall 4t feet. 
Salampur fall.-Minimum 250 eusecs; fall 5'6 feet: 

" • All the above 1\0."0 larger discnarg('s a~ a rule, fl'OUl, 1,000. to 1,770 ouseC8. 

LOWER GANGES CAi:NAL. 

Blwdelklumd Tract. 

Illf7>rmation liot yet-received. 

On the minImum discharges the following power is available (iu small 
units) from these ca.na.ls; on normal discharge for some 9 months 2 or 3 
times the amount could be obtained, viz. ;-

UPPER GANGES CANAL. 

Anupsh&hr Branch 
Aligarh Branch 
Bulandsbahr Branch 
Meerut Branch 
N orthem Division • 
EASTERN ;r UHlI ••. CANA~ -- .. .' 

TOTAL 

1,600 e. h. p. 
1,200 " 
1,400 " ' 
2,400 " 
2,900 
2,400 " 

" ---
ll,900 e. h. p. 

The power in any, particular 
_cusecs X. fall in feeb 

iustance may, here be found bye. h. p. 

- 12 - • 



ADDENDA TO LisT OF SITES. 

lleceived after 9rnn6 to Pre8S. 

Assam. 

Cochar.-ln the North Cachar Hills, near Subong Tea Estate, it is stated 
that a valley could be dammed to form a lake in the Abong River. Other 
similar sites are mentioned near Loobah and Soonamganj; while the Kiang 
River is said to be worth investigation. 

'Bengal. 

Tista River.-From the Tista Bridge upwards the fall is as follows:-

o to 24 miles 15 feet per mile. 
2; to 12i 

" 18 
" .. " 12& to 21! " 82 • " " " 21; to 39t 

" 43 
" " " • 

391 to 471 • 
" 255 ~, " " 47j to 52, 
" 228 

" " ", 
521 to 61i 

" 
413 

" " " 
Cold weather disCharge not less than 1,250 cusecs in North Sikkini. 

Bomblo.Y. 

Bedti B.-Magod falls, near YeIIapur (Map 48 J 9), The falls on the 
branch from the South, 4 miles above the junction, are 328 feet. Falls on the 
main river 3 miles above the junction are indicated, but not their height. 
~ Gkatapraba B.-At Gokak (q, v.). There are said to be possibilities of 

extensions, if a new dam is built at DOOdi (4* topo. sheet 242 S. E. 4), a.nd the 
rapids at Katabali (4" topo. sheet 274 S. W. 1) are also mentioned. 

Kanbargi; 3 miles North of Belgaum. A combined power and irrigation 
scheme is suggested, a drop of 400 feet being feasible. 

Markanclayo B.-There is a good waterfall on 4;' topo. sheet 274N. E. 3. 
, Nagargali.-There is a perennial stream with a waterfall between Duggeli 

and Kirpoli, on 4" topo. sheet 277 N. W. 4-
Sonda Nala.-Near Ibihalli, Sirsi Taluka. The falls are over 300 feet 

high. (:Map 48 J 13 ; 14). 

, Burma. 

Lilu Ok., tributary of Mon, near Paungseik.-A fall of 100 feet with 
perennial flow reported. Shwegyin Division. " 

MaiBakkaing Ck. near Kyankpon.-Two falls of 50 and 75 feet reported, 
with perennial flow. Also, higher up, two falls of 40 and 100 feet ,known to 
the Karans as the Don we and Kyaukoh Falls. 

Pada Ok., near Khedo.-A fall of 100 feet reported with perennial flow. 
Shwegyin Division. 

Central Provinces. 

Gogro B.-There are rapids near Sohagpur. 
Basdo R.-A large perennial flow over rapids of 20 feet is found 10 miles 

North of the Railway. 
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Narbada B.-Gaugings were taken at K:hiranighai, bear .tuhbulpore, 
during March, April and May 1919. The catchment area there is 6,500 sq. 
miles. The maximum Hoo!! discharge recorded up 'to' date is 2,395 Ilusecs on 
20th March 1919. The mean discharges were as follows :-

M arch 13th to J 5th 
16th to 31st 

" 
. 519 cusecs} M' . • 933" lrumum 41~ cusec •. 

A pril 1st to 15th 
" 16th to 30th 

May 1.t to 15th 
,,16th to 26th . . 

Totaillow in period 2,791 million cul,,{c feet. 

405 
254 

2:.19 
21& 

" 
" 
" 
" 

} " 
173 

" 

} " 
H5 " 

The KapadlllinaFaUs below Amarkantak are ahout 100 feet. 
Nimgakan.-At. altitude 2,700 feet there is a perennialstrcam with a drop 

of 1,000 feet in a short distance. 
Pengooga :Jl.-Kinwat :Porest Reserre, Berar. The Sahasrakund fall . 

Ilear Bittargaon (Map 56 I 3) is 120 feet. A further possible site is indiQated 
on sheet 56 I 5, in the Kelapur Forest Reserve. 

Baksltadak Fall.-This is on the border of the Lurmi Range and Malldla 
District, near Berar Pani. Said to have a drop of 1,300 feet in a mile. 

Madras. 

Kolab B.-At Bargra near J e1pore; (Map 65 J 9). There is a. site for 
power here, reached by a. footpath of about 4 miles from the Jeypure gbat, at. 
mile 58·0 on the road. 'I.'h,ree falls exist of some 150 to 180 feet in the 
aggregate, but by utilizing a reservoir site higher np a., fall of 800 feet may be 
ohtainable. A sketch has been forwarded, but gaugings have not so far been 
reported. It is worth further examination as the tail waters could be used fol' 
irrigation on the J eypore Plateau. ' 

Mackkand R.-' The Duduma waterfa:Il near latitudd !EiO ali', 10ngituJe 
82° 31t' (or 82° 28' as shown on Atlas sheet 65 J on the 1" scale) has been 
measured and found to be of 540 feet. A Hoat gauging made at the beginning 
of May, said to beat the driest time showed 104 cusecs with a coefficient of 
0'5. The site is reacheil from Bugura, 22 miles off, by a footpath. A, Jarge 
reservoir site exists just above the falls, and it is probable that there are many 
others higher up still. No details are given as to capacity, but the !<ite is 
certainly good for 5,0000: h. p. or more. Vizagapatam, where the harbour 
works will require power, is 80 miles di8t~nt. ' 
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